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FE MEW MEXICAN
NO. 28

"SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY, MARCH 15, 1913.
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'
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No. 82 Pi escribing the fees to be
The letter was dated r ebruary 9,
THEIR INITIALS, ARE PLACED ON
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MEET A FORCE
state.
of
Os-- ! FEDERALS AT NACO BRAVELY MARCH
11.
li.'OT. and was addressed to
THE CLOSING charged by the secretary
GOVERNOR CONSIDERS URGE NUMBER OF BILLS LEFT BY
ILLINOIS, BY
STAND IN PEORIA,
for additional
No. 17 Providing
borne, a Toronto banker, who was a
AMERICANS WOULD BE ENTHEY THOUGHT
BECAUSE
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"
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'ton, was appointed commissioner of; GERMAN OFFICIAL IS LOCKED
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15.
papers.
March
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Many
Peoria,
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is one of the firm of Iiallinger,
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attorneys.
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when
ent
the
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House Joint Resolution No. 4 In- - vice commission opened here today.
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No.
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CommisFrank
manager
Young,
uting
Naco, Ariz., March 15. Defying a tardy arrival of Perfecto Dracamon-te'- s
employes of the Corporation
"Therefore, we will have the adin the excutive office looking over the sion and employes of the Secretary state legislature.
group. On the approach of bra- twice their strength the fed
.Wool worth store, testified that of
force
vantage or anything we want from the
Senate Substitute for Senate Joint sixty-onbills which passed during the closing ot State give bond.
about 8 o'clock, making theSonera,
Naco,
today
icamonte
the
lowest
erals
defending
girl employes,
land office."
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marched
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a
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a
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come tax amendment to the federal wage
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constitution.
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state,
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To
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secretary
the office
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.
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less
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The governor gave executive appro
No. 14C Relating to the biennial
House Joint Resolution No. 5 In low wages and immorality are a cause tion to identify the letter. The Wu- tillery.
his command, declined the invitation,
Determined io avo.u uange. ui
val to a large number o measures election of municipal officers.
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House Joint Resolution No. 16 Giv- slight connection," he answered.
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to
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for
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bills still
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Edward C. Heidrick; president, of for the record.
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House
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to
them
Senate Substitute
is making the last stand for the town.
office this morning was the new allowing
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' tary's
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BAD
district attorney bill providing for plies 14 An
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on the American side and the
No.
night
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' House
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of legislative
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the
in
filed with the secretary up until noon to defray the cost
wounded
was
American
early
Journals of viding for t!i3 T. P. Marshall reception a minimum of 6 a week. Mr. Heidand
etc., and printing
his troops. At 8:30 o'clock
ing,
Ojeda
BLUMENTHAL
DR.
today:
lighting.
committee.
rick said he did not know what it
First State Legislature.
SENATE BILLS.
.
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No. 17 Re- would cost a girl to live In Peoria, but
Resolution
Fearing
House
Joint
No. 48 An Act providing for fh
side of the line cavalry arrived from Forest, Ariz., to
. No. 26 An act to authorize VudiUr
to the International exposition "son" whose Initials "were not anWashington, D. C, March 15. That troops on the Arizona
reinforce three troops of the Ninth
of the member; of the legis- lating
payment
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to
transfer
General
Treasurer
live
could
and
Ojeda shortly after 10
at El Paso in 1915.
nounced, said that the girls
bad mothers raise better and more here,
etc.
(negro) cavalry on the ground.
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purposes.
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funds for Legislative
House. Joint Memorial No. 2 Ask- on $6 a week "I mean its enough to vigorous children than good mothers, c 'clock gave the
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An.
Act
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No. 30, as
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to the state.
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noted
a
away
Heidrick then volunteered the infor- Dr. Gustave
Blumenthal,
manded on the part of the state of
as headquarters.
scribing Penalties Therefor
Senate Joint Resolution No. 12
mation .that while he was in college physologist, of Australia, before the ing his fortifications and facing an Arizona that no fighting occur on the
No. 65 An Act for further conNo. 130, as Amended Ti Provide
to
state In the east a thorough investigation home and school association.
Dr. enemy twice his strength.
Providing for an amendment
line.
;n tlio struction of the Scenic Highway befor the Payment of luteret
Startled by the unexpected assault
constitution, Art. VIII, relating to tax- of the causes of the social evil was Blumenthal also declared" suffragists
Ariz., March 15. Epes
Nogales,
tween Santa Fe and Las Vegas.
Bonded Debt.
ation and revenue.
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Act
Act
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Senate Joint Resolution No. 20
fall back. Bracamonte's
chief causes of the downfall of wom- matrimonial market." He asserted began to
of the Southern Pacific of MexSaudi
struction of El Cnmino Real
'preme Court to Adopt Ssii ..
to federal con- en were drinking and lax divorce that women suffrage was a complete group arrived Dtit. tauea io siein iue ager
amendment
Ratifying
ico, arrived here to make a formal
No. 1, as Amended An Act to Em Fe, Albuquerque.
to
senstitution for direct election of
tide of retreat. Ojeda continued
laws. The committee .smiled at the failure in Australia.
today on General Obregon fof
No. 44 An Act to validate acknow- ators.
power Municipal Corporations to make
seriousness of the young num.
"'Good mothers send more boys to force the fighting, advancing his posi- the railway lines. The demand was
etc.
mnituenance
of
and
care
for
the
deeds,
ledgements
provision
Senate Substitute for Senate Joint
Several girls identified by initials jail and Into the evils of crime," she tion slightly.
either denied or ignored. The state
No. 46 House substitute for Sen- Resolution No. 10
of sick and indigent persons'.
Amending consti- only testified.
said than do bad mothers. "The care
The Red Cross banner Is seen on tioops holding Nogales. Sonora, are
No.
the
46
House
No.
bill
bill
to
ate
An
'or
and
60
Act
No.
provide
so as to provide
two year
tution
"C. S." said she worked in a candy of a bad mother is better for the the field. The wounded were many.
allowing no equipment of the Amerl
payment of salary and certain ex- 37. An act increasing the jurisdiction term for county officers.
was run owned line to cross into Arizona.
store for $3 a week and was there child in its battles with life later on
Thp lighting this afternoon
of Justices of the peace to two hundpenses of the State Mine lnspctor.
Senate Substitute for House Joint led astray. "P. J." with much emo- than the
pampering and loving lavish- federals doggedly pressing forward,.
No 19, as Amended An ant appro- red dollars.
Resolution No. 6 Providing
for a
The number of killed In the Nogalea
told of her lapse from virtue ed on him by an overfoud parent."
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of
as
No.
An
Amended
the
Act
for
HO,
funds
proimprovement
showering the, rebel positions with attack today was fixed as twenty.
priating
state seal.
She was
man friend.
a
because
of
would
encourage
Blumenthal
Dr.
lead.
under
minors
the Rio Grande.
ni.uum.i
muchine
and
years
Ojeda
gun
hibiting
eighteen
;Two died in the hospital here during
then earning $5 a week.
No. 91 rAu Act amending Section tc attend, frequent and loiter in or
fighting among boys and said he has two rapid fires besides his field ilast
night. The defeated federals re-- I
his
to
as
so
far
even
ft of Chapter 116, Acts of the Thirty .around pool rooms
would
give
go
REALTV DEALER
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main
here, and it is unde
the
black
eye
sixth Legislative Assembly l'rrvidingj No. 283 An Act to provide for the
boy a reward for every
By U o'clock the battle was in prog-- j
Mexican C01
MARRIED GIRL
for the manner of drawing original expenses of district judges.
lad gave his opponent without receiv- reus two miles below the. border. jheing paid by
by order ot the v,
iAguilar
17.1
declared
there
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An
in
No.
for
the
return.
one
venires.
Act
publication
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FOR
MONEY
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uie.ua s men umi.
the catalog of the Ancient Spanish ArNo. 161 An Act to dibtr.l-utwere too many ladies and gentlemen ridge of hills, dismounted and took; lwlU,t Mexico City
in
women
and
men
lllCSOU, Ariz. March 15.- funds derived from collections of de- chives.
not
!.
and
enough
Tillies'- "irrnun ari- .ivmluli nnultlnna
""""
Chicago, 111.. March 15. David A
No. 266 An Act to authorize Incorage.
a Icr, German consular agent
the
linquent taxes accruing ijiior to the
present
south
and
threw
the
from
vanced
33 years old, a San Francis- - sillo,
Sonora, and manage
porated towns, cities and villages to Wardell.
year 1911.
smelling fire against the federal posi- Banco de Sonora, has been imprison-- I
construct permanent street improve co real eBtate dealer, who is alleged
HOUSE BILLS.
to
name
used
of
the
Donald
have
BANK CLERK GOT
ments.
No. 16 Automobile license.
cd by the authorities of the ins;irfit
..s .1... JS..1.,1n
.1...
No. 57 An Act to provide for the Coleman when he married Miss Laura BOSTON CITIZEN TENDERED POST
No. 118 Amend County High School
BIG
AWAY
WITH
o
.o
..wi,.,i
i ii.a Mexican state aiiu the bank seized,Act.
paving of certain streets at the seat Crew in Los Angeles early in FebruAT GREAT BRITAIN BY PRESIDENT
reliable and direct reports reav"ary, was brought to Chicago from
BUT GAMBLED line. He is A. A. Hopkins, a deputy say here
No. T!09 An Act to Prohibit Gambl- of government.
ROLL.
today.
No. 130 An Act' relative to
the Rochester, N. Y today by detectives.
marshal, and was wounded in the leg. ing
ing.
WILSON DECLINES TO ACCEPT.
Three thousand dollars of the $4500
Muller is said to have aroused the
was
the
The
No. 141 Providing for the recon- location of the proposed western exfurious
from
firing
15.
How
San Francisco, Cal., March
which the woman had turned over to
of the state authorities
tension of the Camino Real.
struction of the
much money Charles F. Baker stole start. The federals at once brought displeasure to
15.
D. C, March
No. 101 An Act to authorize com- - her alleged "husband" was recovered
Normal School at El Rito.
negotiate a loan. The
Washington,
was into play three field pieces. The stala for refusing
Bank
National
from
the
Crocker
No. 10 Fixing the times for hold- missioner of publio lands to employ by the police. He was booked on a Richard Olney, of Boston, to whom still a
troop outposts retreated in tho face bank was raided but only 2400 pesos
today.
conjecture
of the artillery fire. The federals found, Muller having made some other
ing the district court in the Eighth additional assistance to defend con-- j charge of operating a confidence President Wilson offered the post of
"We are not yet in a position to
test suits by the United States gov- game.
Judicial District.
forward,
ambassador to Great Britain, has de- encountering the provision for the safety of the funds.
much Baker is short," said H. N. pressed
No'.
21
Miss Crew is convinced
The German consul is cut off from
the White ernment.
that 8116 dined. His letter of refusal was re Morris, the federal bank examiner.
Prohibiting
main group of Calles' constitutional
N
No. 132 An Act to create a state was lured into a false marriage by ceived at the White House
Siave Traffic.
baflled. ists. The result was a deafening fire direct communication with his ambas-frowe
today.
are
"In
fact,
completely
or
No. BO Relating to kidnapping and highway between Hondo Postoffice, Wardell merely for the purpose
both sides. Each held their post- - sador at Mexico City. He has sent
wuuiitno-tr,Mnmh iR. An We don't understand yet in detail
Lincoln County," and the Magdaiena-Springe- r getting her money. He persuaded her nouncement was made at the White
fibduction.
an indirect appeal to the German
what his method was. The best esti- tions firmly. Bracamonte's group,
No. 73 Providing for printing the
state highway at Socorro. - to sell her hotel business in Los An- House
at Washington,
ambassador
was
on
which
Naco
the
at
of
nomination
be
will
advancing
is
mate
that
the
the
that
peculations
today
No. 133 An Act to create a state geles when they were married, she
message of the governor to the first
n
s,ew
time
of
Is
of
in
but
it
excess
Ojeda's
unexpected
of
Orleans,
John
former Governor
La., March 15.
impos$160,000,
Burke,
departure,!
and second sessions of the First State highway, Roswell to Lag Cruces.
told the police, and she intrusted the Nortli
to the assistance tarco Omelas, Mexican consul here,
to be 1T. S. treasurer sible to be more definite.
began
moving
Dakota,
211
No.
Aft Act to provide compen"
Legislature.
proceeds, $4,500 to him when they was this afternoon sent to the senhas received a telegram from Fran- "So far as the federal statutes go, of Calles.
No. 109 To regulate the use of sation for improvements placed upon reached Chicago last month.
War1 o'clock the fighting
is no possibility of prosecuting
was gen- - Cisco de la Barra, secretary of foreign
there
By
ate.
state lands prior to June 14, 1912.
.water for irrigation.
den did not know his wife was in
whom eral between the 500 federals and H0O affairs of Mexico, denying the states
criminally the brokers with
No. 212 An Act setting aside school Chicago until she met him at the poNo. 131 Providing for the payment
Baker gambled."
slate troops. The constitutionalists of. San Luis Potosi and Aguas Callen- of interest on the Grant county rail- sections, portions hereof for ceme- lice station today;
Mrs. Wardell MADEROS ARE
The bank itself is fully protected were beginning to hold their positions tes have revolted. Regarding the poroad bonds.
teries.
y
threw her arms around hiB neck, delitical situation, the secretary of foragainst loss by Its contract with an despite the artillery fire.
r
IN NEW YORK.
No. 191 Authorizing the state
No. 171 Relating to the construc- claring her forgiveness.
insurance company.
15. Day eign affairs says:
Ariz., March
Nogales,
to pay Interest on the horded tion of county bridges.
"You'll go back home with me and
VIRTUAL EXILES Baker is confined by illness to his break found the contending forces in With the exception of the authoridebt.
No. 26 Relating to Sabbath obser- we'll live fine," said the wife,
apparhome, under watch of United States relatively the same positions as last ties of the state of Sonora, who are
No. 65
city boards cf vance and defining Sunday.
n
ently forgetting that her husband
New York, March 15, Ten of the marshals.
education.
No. 29 Increasing the' number of was
night. Failure of the state troops to
charged with a crime.
Madero family, all relatives of the
move on Naco was explained by the
(Continued on page eight).
Recovering from his surprise, War- slain
president of Mexico, arrived
dell said: "I have only one,wife and
others of the famshe is here." He would ;not talk about here today toin join
the United States and
ily,
already
Miss Crew.
to consider where and how the
.New York, March 15. The stock
their fortunes. market closed heavy. Speculation
may
P.
Mrs.
included
Sarah
The
FOREMAN HELD
party
as to
today reflected- - the
Madero w.idow of President Francisco the working out of uncertainty
various problems
FOR
EXPLOSION
I. Madero and her daughters,
Angele overhanging
"I say a man leave the crowd and
the market. Nothing
Washington, D. C, March 15. Some
Mercedes; Mrs. Francisco Made- definite was disclosed regarding tiie
DYNAMITE and
a girl iu the line under the chin,
St. Louis, Mo., March 15. Chair- addressing the court, "applied only
camples of militant suffrage were to- chuck
ro the late president's mother; Mrs. solution of tiie Harriman
tc ar her sash and
alman
Lovett of the Union Pacific sys- to interstate traffic, concerning which
to
his
to
tangle,
commit
try
senate
ami
put
the
day expounded
Zirion, his sister, and Mrs. Virion's
advices received by some Wall tem announced in the federal court the California
railroad commission
tee investigating the disorder which; around her. I went to her assistance
Baltimore, Md., March 15. Wm. J. four children, and one of the presi though
Street houses favored the view that here today that the modified plan for has no jurisdiction.
bit him a crack on the nose and Romllflrdt an ARRlfttnnt fnraman nf
attended the suffrage parade of March
came
from
dent's
They
the revised dissolution plan would be the dissolution of the Union Pacific- "However, in order to satisfy the
3.
Dr. Mary D. Mark, of Maryland, he disappeared in the crowd. I think j stevedores, is held responsible by the Havan nephews.
.1....1
wmcn
t s uit?jr tiirru
to the California railroad Southern Pacific had been abandoned French banking interests, which hold
acceptible
told of her physical efforts to defend HO UVJBC xtj B W UliCTIl LU (.1110 UOJ.
coroner's jury today for the dynamite of
refuge afteI. the death of President commission.
because of the Opposition of the Cali- a $50,000,000 loan against the CenJJ'" any one attempt to interfere explosion aboard the British steamer, vadern
the girls In the parade from the at-dulltral Pacific, it is necessary to lease
reflected
markets
fornia railroad commission.
the
Foreign
witn
askett
benator
you.'"
tentions of men in the crowd. Dr.
Dillingham. Alum Chine, March 7, which caused '
Many other Mexican refugees were ness of the approaching Easter holiAs a result of the abandonment of the Central Pacific to the Union Paome of them attempted it but the death of 30 or more men. the serMark is a robust woman and she
on the same steamer, among them
drew considerable applause when she 'bey got the worst of It," replied Dr. ious injury of three score others and Jose Q. Reyes, a son of General Ber- days aud although London prices for the dissolution plans, it now is nec- cific. We recognize that this lease
Mark, emphatically.
said:
a property' loss estimately at nearly nardo Reyes, who was killed during Americans were easier, nothing of essary for the representatives of the must have the approval of the Caliimportance was done here for foreign Harriman 'interests and the attorney fornia railroad commission in order
man
Drone
Anotner
tne
into
v "Some of them attempted to manparade a million dollars.
the recent uprising.
account.
general to devise tr new plan that to be valid and for that reason the
Bomhardt's alleged act in striking!
handle me. I carried a bston and they Bna almost tore a girls coat from her
After early heaviness, in which shall meet the approval of the judges opposition of the California commisgot the worst of it." Dr. Mark said tack. I hit another one of them pretty j uu a balehook a box ciUiniug dy-- !
borne new records, were iiia.l,-- . th of the eighth federal circuit, who sre sion to the preferential agreement
that the police all along the line dis- hard." she continued. "I heard him namlte, was sworn to by a number of STUDENTS ARE
market soon rose above yesterday's sitting in this case as the district makes it impossible for the Union Paa
woman
mane
a
remarK
io
very
at
witnesses
the
is
ugiy
declared
Inquest,
played "jelly flsn indifference."
cific to cqntinue with the modified
close. In the last few minutes sell- - court of Utah
GUILTY
FOUND
in front of me. He appeared to say by the jury to have been the direct
"I marched In the Maryland
new
will
be
When
of
Pacific
and
the
Union
plan
ready
Ing
Reading
plan."
to
but
as
he opened cause of the explosion,
me,
MANSLAUGHTER was brisk.
section, ' she said. "The something
to Bubmit, Judge Lovett did not indiJudge Lovett recited briefly the hisbis mouth my baton accidentally . RnmhnrH
Bonds were steady.
Maryland section just ahead ot us car- struck him in the mouth. His teeth
cate further than to say that the su- tory of the negotiations between the
order
ed
of
the
coroner's
by
j
jury.
ried a large Maryland state flag. The went
Hillsboro, N. C, March 15.-- The
preme court had granted three months attorney general and the railway atdwon, because he gulped a great
Employes of the concern engaged in! three students of the North Carolina POLICE BELIEVE THIS WOMAN
for compliance with its dissolution torneys in an attempt to devise a
police Btood by, while the crowd, deal. I haven't heard yet
was
he
what
loading the steamer were critlciaed by University, Ralph Oldham, Will Mer
vi Men surged close about the march'
AN ACCOMPLICE. decree.
As the dissolution decree plan that would conform to the dissoALSO
WAS
'
to
say."
ine jury ior anegea ignorance or lm- - ryman. and Aubrey Ratch. were found
era spat on the flag and threw light- going
San Francisco, March 15. Evidence was handed down in the latter part lution decree.
Miss Bliss Finley, - who marched
portant rules regulating ine Dandling guilty this afternoon of manslaughter in the possession of the
After the plan was pretended to
ed cigarettes and matches into it The with a section of
police of "December, it is thought that the
girl gar- of high explosives and for "gross in connection with the death of a fel- tending to"connec( Mrs. Kitty Pope, new plan will be .devised
within a this court on February 24." he said,
police appeared to get a great deal of ment workers fromstriking
of
told
Baltimore,
s
in handling this danger-oil- low
"providing for the lease by the Cenpleasure out of the parade and the a number of attempts by men in the carelessness
student, Will Rand, while the lat- now under arrest in Detroit, with the few days.
commodity."
ter was 'being hazed last September. Burglaries committee by Owen Conn,
Lovett said the failure of the tral Pacific of the Southern Pacific
antics of the crowd. They jeered and crowd to
Judge
in
her section.
girls
thousand plan was due to the opposition of the ; Bhort line, the attorneys for the
smiled at the marchers.
They were each sentenced to four of Chicago, the "hundred
She said that several times she was
SUFFRAGISTS
dollar burglar," will be 'presented to railroad commission of California to Southern Pacific and Union Pacific
months in jail.
"One woman who was a niarsnal of forced to go to the assistance of girls DELAWARE
BEATEN IN LEGISLATURE.
Hillsboro, N. C, March 15. The the grand jury, in order that an in- the traffic arrangement contemplated sought so to modify the plan as to
the section preceding mine 'was pinch whom men tried to pull from the par
case against the three students of dictment may be issued. Th-- Michi- between the Southern Pacific and the meet the approval of the California
.s
ed by men all along the line of march. ade.
.
Dover, Del., March 15. Advocates
board.
The police made no effort
"The police made no attempt to in- of woman suffrage in Delaware lost the University of North' Carolina, gan law does not grant extradition, ex- Union Pacific.
"This plan was outlined orally to
"This arrangement, which provided
chargqd with manslaughter in connec- cept on indictment.
I could see them pinch her from terfere with these men," said Miss their
fight when the senate last night tion with the death of a fellow studMrs. Pope was for a time Ccnn's for the preferential Interchange of the attorney general, but was not rewhere I inarched. She showed me her Finley. Several other witnesses said defeated
a bill proposing a constitu- ent, Will Rand, who was being hazed, companion here. He denied that she traffic by the two roads in the use of duced to writing until late Wednee- arm afterward. It was black and blue
tional amendment giving women the was given to the
jury Just- - before had any share in his crimes, !uit the the short line between Oakland and
.
from wrist to shoulder.
(Continued on page four).
right to vote.
noon. An early verdict was expected. police believe differently.
(Continued on page eight).
Sacramento," said Judge Lovett in
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NOT SALTS

The Little Store

ONE IMPORTANT

Al

IS GROWING

LEGISLATION

OF

PILLS "GASCARETS"

PIECE

15, 1913.

SATURDAY, MARCH

KEEP BABY'S

SKIN

CLEAR

PASSED BY CONGRESS THAT EXPIRED

If Constipated; bilious, Head
achy, stomach Sour,
Take a Cascaret.

Estancia Eggs, - - 25c per doz.

MARCH

4

VALUATION

COMPANIES

HAD TO

DO

WITH THE

OF RAILROADS, THOSE

OFFERING

Ira

NO

can't get
feeling right who. have headache,
coated tongue, foul taste and foul
breath, dizziness, can't Bleep, are bilGet Our Prices On Flour and Potatoes.
BY GILSON GARDNER.
ious, nervous and upset, bothered
The
T). C, March 15.
Washington,
stomdisordered
with a sick, gassy,
legislation
most
of
piece
important
back-achand feel worn
ach, or have
passed by the congress which came
out.
to an end March 4 was that providing
Are you keeping your bowels clean
for a valuation of all railway properwith Cascarets, or merely forcing a
ties of the United States. This is
with
few
days
passageway every
as the "physical
known genarally
oil?
or
castor
salts, cathartic pills
valuation" bill, but the bill, in fact,
This is important,
of
provides for a" general valuation
Cascarets work while you sleep; the
roads. The work is l'o begin at
cleanse and regulate the stomach, once and
half a million dollars has
remove the sour, undigested and ferbeen appropriated for the purpose.
the
food
foul
take
and
gases;
menting
The remarkable thing about this
excess bile from the liver andcarry
bill is the fact that it became law
out of the system all the constipated
without opposition from the railwaste matter and poison in the intesThe railroads want this valuaroads.
tines and bowels.
tion to be made. They expect the
A Cascaret tonight will straighten result to be bracing to their credit.
box
you out by morning a
hoy need money for beterments and
from any drug store will keep your they say
"iey expect to make a
stomach sweet; liver and bowels reg shoeing as to the actual value and
ular and head clear for months. TJon't the earning value of their properties
They love Cas- which will warrant the issue of sev
forget the children.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
carets because they taste good do oral hundred million dollars worjh of
never gripe or sicken.
good
additional stocks and bonds.
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, g ardea & field seeds io bulk and packages
Mr. L. F. Loree, president of the
CARLSBAD PROJECT
Delaware and Hudson Railway comWELL UNDER WAY pany, said to the committee when the
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

ttttttmSrAfV

You men and women who

Fresh Eggs, - - - - 35c per doz.

Era- -

e

INTER

GROCERY CO.

WHOLESALE

AND

With

CUTICURA

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.

YOURtfOUSE

SOAP

YOU MUST PAINT THE NEW HOUSE;

Alifetimeof disfigurement and suffering often results from the neglect, in
in fa ncy orchildhood, of simpleskin affect ions. In the prevention and treatment of minor eruptions and in the
promotion of permanent skinandhair
health, Cuticura Soap and Cuticura
Ointment are absolutely unrivaled.

LEO HERSCH

Phone 14.

f

SAWED WOOD

"IF IT'S HARDWARE

POWER

iu

N

OTHINd
IENT

IT

III

J.

.

-

ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
PDflM (A NT
jAil A FE

Best
Route

West

-

Welfare

MILITARY

NEW MEXICO

-

Many a Man's

f.

Al

rOSI
SWASTIKA

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
ALL
SIZES.
ANTHRACITE COAL,

FOOD

War Department.
Located ta the beautiful Pecos
Valley. 3, TOO feet above sea level,
sunshine every day. Open air
work throughout the entire session. Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEA I, such as cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Fourteen o (Doers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard East-er- a
Ten buildings
colleges.
modern in every respect.

J

M

Regents

:

K. A. GABOON. President.
J. E. RHEA,
.. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. POK, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.

e For particulars and Illustrated
address,

COLJAS. W. WILLSON.Snpt.

cuta-ogo-

for years has made the
breakfast dish for lots bf

Ideal
d

people.

The Secret is Simple
-

Grape-Nut-

s,

made

of

choice

wheat and barley, including the
vital phosphates (grown in the
grain) provides true nutrition for
body and brain, and It has a delicious taste.
Trial tells.

"There's a Reason"
Grocers- - everywhere

trustworthy

food.- -

-

sell

thia

-

BARTELDESi

c

cities, states and nation.
The law requires that the work begin within sixty days after the passage
or the act and that the commission
report progress to every session of
congress. The work is to be under
the general direction of the Interstate

REDUCED

nnM uam1a1wbv s used. If not
your dealer, we will supply rou

$16.10
Santa

Commerce Commission.
The facts collected by this inquiry
ate intended to furnish a basis for arriving at a just schedule of ratns
The Interstate Commerce Commission
presumably use it in making their
rate orders. It will also be a basis
for arriving at a fair tax valuation of
railroad properties in the various
states. , i na railroads regard this
feature as favorable, hoping that any
scaling down of values will scale down
their taxes. On the other hand,
any
scaling up of values will justify a
h'gher level of freight .rates.

--

EI

Paso and Return.

D

.

Tickets on Sale March 15,' 16
and 17, 1913. Final Limit,
March 30, 1913.

For Tickets and

Train

Sched- -;

ules apply to

The railroads anticipate that the
final decision ; in all these matters
will lie in the courts and that the
data collected by this valuation will

H.S.LUTZ,Agt.,
STATION.
SANTA FE

1W

LOCK, KEY

mr seeds.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
U. 8. Land Office at Banta Fe, N. M.
January 28, IMS.

Department of the Interior,
a
Notice is hereby given that
Pino de Alarld, heir of , Jose
de la Crua Pino, of Gallateo, N. M
who, on Nov. 26, 1910, made Homestead Entry' No. 014579, tor 8W W
and
8ec. 81, Two. 18 N
SW
1--

.

,

1-- 2

NW

1--

Township

SW 1--4 NWJ-4- ,
11 N., Range 18

and

UPHOLSTERING SPECIALTIES

THE BARTELDES SEED CO.
Box 1801, Dept. 4, DENVER. COt.

S

N

GUNS, BICYCLE, :

J Catalogue Free.
Y
SKECIALTY-tDRfakm- OUB
191

PUo-men-

Fe, N. M.,
ixo

For Repairing of All Kinds
In Metal and Wood

at

direct.
Our

E

FARE,

"Fixit Shop"

Western Seeds
For Western Planters

to

Grape-Nut-

LUMP

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot,

Convention,

INSTITUTE

"Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

CERRILLOS LUMP

Cattle Raisers'

(St)

mi

PHONE 85 MAIN.

-

g

EUGENE FOX,

CAPITAL COAL YARD

e

-

.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

over-value-

The

IS QUITE SO CONVEN

as to touch the button and

your stove is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried, breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heat
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thlnf
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and n'ght' Estimates and full infor- mation cheeerfully given.

Wired While

Have

II

I

" BUY IT OF CRICHTON."

-

14.

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
ODS, Electricity plays moat important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- ern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that Is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

DAWSON COAL

w nrntinn

Phone

N

d

V. SPARKS, ELECTRICIAN,

COMPANY.

WE HAVE IT."

LIGHT

45

Wood

oal

HARDWARE

WOOD-DAVI- S

iittcura Ronp And Ointment 10M thronirhoat the
world. Liberal Mtmtle of each mailed free, with
hook. Addrew "Cuticura," Dept. 4. Hoston.
2iTTender-faet- l
men .have in comfort with Cutl.
cura Soap Shaving Htick, 2be. Liberal sample free.

"The
bill was u:ider consideration:
this country, it is pretty
Carlsbad, N. Al., March 15. De--I rnilroads of
generally conceded, will be called up- merely furnlrh the courts with a basis
velopment of the Carlsbad project is on
to raise from seven hundred and for their derisions.
Phone Black under
Phone Black
way in earnest. Systematic im
fifty to one thousand dollars annually
in
ten
first
the
years,
migration work,
for the expansion of their properties
is going
forward quietly, but ef- to
take cary of the business of the POLICEMEN GLAD
fectively, bringing in settlers that are country.
Credit is a very sensitive
THEV DIDN'T HIT
ready to begin improvement at once. plant, I am not a very old man, but
of
prothe
of
the
people
Organization
I can remember when the bond:, and
St. Louis, March 15. Two
ject has brought this about in less the noteB the demand notes of the
than a year at a very small outlay in united States sold at less thin 40
boys, four loaves of bread, two
money. The commercial ciud, recoB cents on ho dollar, measured
in pol ice sergeants and two patrolmen
Water Users' association and the gold, and it is quite possible that the formed a combination that gave resiFifteenth, Twelfth,
realty board united in the campaign credit of the roads might be so dents, between
to settle and develop the idle lands in shaken as io amount to a public cal- Market and Chesnut streets, a fair im
Mexican revo- the project and were finally successful amity. Therefore, what I think is of itation of a email-sizeAf
In securing the services of a large great importance is that in handling lu'.ion shortly before
daylight.
and well organized immigration con- this question the Interstate Commerce U r the fusillade the four police offl-- i
be furnished
cern, The Farmers Irrigated Land Commission
with . a ens tanned tnemseives witn tneir
time suitable instrument for dealing with ci.ps and were thankful their bullets
took
It
of
Kansas
City.
company
Domestic Lump
Fancy Egg
Fancy Lump
nil had crone wild.
But it."
to arrange all the preliminaries.
Kergts. John Flanagan and Louis
actual work in the field was started
Prominent railroad officials value
two months ago. This company has ihe properties in the United States at Lange, Central District, met at the
a large force of general and local fifteen billion dollars.
Mr.
Frank juncture of their precincts at the
beThey Trumbull, representing the Board of r.outh of an alley on Fifteenth,
agents over a wide territory.
Pbone One Double 0 J.
have been bringing their agents here Directors of the Chesapeake and Ohio tween Chestnut and Pine streets.
to look over the country that they may Railway, told the same congressional They were chatting over the night's
The last lot of committee that "the railroads of this work when suddenly two figures dartwork intelligently.
ed east into the mouth of the alley
agents has just returned home after country have a book value of fourteen
the street.
across
or
fifteen
billion
dollars
which
work
here.
The
far
several
spending
days
exceeds
the
Lange took the alley and
Sergt.
of
Great
Brit
i ow on in the Carlsbad
wi;i
properties
project
Sergt. Flanagan ran to Chestnut street
hp nf ViPiipfit c thfi entire Ktatft AS ain, Germany or France.". .
T
.1
C
THE RELIABLE
al
ettBl-i "ICU
Mrrum mm appeared before the a"u
New Mexico is getting much publicity
as
two
at
the
shots
committee
figures
they ran
l.ivoring the valuation bill
lot the richt kind through the Carls- merely aBKea mat competent men uuwu me auey. wueu oersi nana
ort tho TormAru ir.
ut? secuieu to maKe
" lctlv;utu rumiceum buwi iuc
Uie Valuation.
rigated Land company.
111
' Pnnf Innln rr na
. II 1 1 j Tl V flPmRfl thow
4U
Hfrppt
"
III!' UTOrO
v.V.
J""at
0
VVliviliuilir, UD lJ lliri VMIIIM III it..
fertilizers roads,
Five cars of phosphate
ELECTRICAL LIGHTING and FIXTURE WORK
Mr. Trumbull said: "The rail- out of the alley. He fired twice. The
have Just been received in the Carls- roads have cost fourteen billion dol- shots attracted Patrolman Barry and
bad project. - The farmers are getting lars and the railroad men have
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.
raised Mitchell from Twelfth and Chestnut
on a business basis and aim to make this by
private credit and not by gov streets. They ran west. The two
the laud produce the largest returns ernment aid. we are under the neces figures emerged on Thirteenth street,
By experiments
possible.
extendingsity 0f maintaining credit on fourteen and, seeing the patrolmen' running
You Can
Your House
over a number of years, they have billion dollars of property and if this towards them, doubled back into an
learned that the application of phos- valuation work is poorly done or in alley between Market and Chestnut
DONE AT COST.
HAVE
Mitchell and Berry began
phate increases the yield very ma- efficiently done you may injure the streets.
terially and from now on fertilizers credit of the greatest property in the shooting.
Percolators , Grills,
Residents of the several blocks
will be used extensively. About three world. That fact is the crux of the
Phone
hundred pounds are applied" to the whole
Irons, Etc.
our were aroused, and, with heads out of
problem maintaining
windows, wondered why all the
acre on alfalfa at a cost of about three credit."
Mr. Frederick A. Delano, president
dollars, producing about two tons Inof the Wabash Railroad, told the comThe two sergeants entered the alley
crease in hay.
that the from the west on Fourteenth- street
On the farms in the Carlsbad pro- mittee: "The only benefit
railroads expect to get out of it ts in and the two officers from the east at
ject are going on much permanent im- pllaying the
feeling that seems to be Thirteenth street The fugitives were
provement this year. Heretofore the so general that
railway property is hemmed in, The police commenced
farmers have used wooden gates in
very much
Railway men a search of the dark corners of the
over
farms.
water
the
the
distributing
do not think that is so. Thev feel alley. About half way they saw a
causnever
These were
satisfactory,
perfectly confident that a fair valua- form lying face downward alongside a
ing much annoyance during the busy tion will shew that it is not so. But shed. They stood the form on its
A PC To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and
season. This winter concrete struct- we do not want to
I
rlVUiH
our monev feet,
all points in New Mexico, Ariures have been installed on many without results. Wespend
please don't shoot no
want to see our "Boo-hoo- ,
MEXICO
NEW
via
Mexico
to
Pacific
and
the
td
Coast,
new
built
farms.
The
are
zona,
gates
It was a boy, shaking from
money spent and the government's more."
stay and are equal to the gates used money spent in a way that will show head to foot. Noticing a gate near
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
The ditches- - are the truth, tho whole truth and
the shed open the officers went in the
by the government.
nothing
3ard and there found the other lad and
being put in first class order and but the truth."
made strong enough to carry the waThe law provides that the railway four loaves of bread.
ter safely. While land was cheap, lit- valuation shall discover (1) original
The boys, taken to Central Station
tle attention was paid to ditches and cost to date;- (2) cost of reproduction registered as George Webb, 2308 Bid-distreet and Henry Schaeffer, 2316
ad. enormous waste of water was the new; (3) cost of reproduction less deresult. The business farmer sees the preciation; (4)" other va'ues and ele- Franklin avenue. They said they had
necessity of saving in water and the ments of value that is, intangible left their homes, and being hungry,
had picked the lock on a bread box in
labor required in irrigating his land. values.
The increase in land values is also k Under one section of the law th front of the grocery of Thomas
121 North Fifteenth street.'
making the farmers clean up and take commission must find the value of
into use waste corners that heretofore terminals and other property not
.
.
a
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY.
..nil.
have run to weeds. lauiuBu property, sucn as ho-Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
ieis, restaurants,
stands,
forests, lands, and speculative invest. Tablets. Druggists refund money if
nients. In learning the value of ter- It fails to cure. E. W.- GROVE'S sigFor Rates and Full Information'AoMresi
minals, including terminal sites, the nature is on each box. 25c.
& P. AGENT,
a.
commission is ordered
to get the
value as of the time the terminal
EL PASO, TEXAS.
was dedicated to railrotd use, and
then separately, and later to consider
eats
and the value
Often lies in what he
which such land or improvedrinks.
ments may have acquired as a result
of the access of population and the
If the food Is right nourishes
of business.
growth
The commission
brain and muscle in proper way,
is ordered io go Into the
history of
then the chance to get ahead early railroad grants and find how
NEW
MEXICO.
much
the railroads paid for certain
ROSWELL,
brightens.
properties and, privileges; also how
'The West Poiei of ihe Southwest.
much was given to the railroads in
2Cth
March ISiii
the way of bounties and subsidies by
s
Ranked as

45

YOU OUGHT TO PAINT THE
OLD ONE, IT PAYS BECAUSE IT SAVES THE HOUSE.
YOU'LL ENJOY HOME MORE IF YOUR HOUSE IS NEWLY, BRIGHTLY PAINTED
SO WILL YOUR WIFE AND FAMILY.
WHAT'S THE USE OF LIVING UNLESS YOU LIVE?
OUR PAINTS "STICK" AND HOLD THEIR COLOR.

Section
N. M.

128 GaUsteo

St. Phone

109

J

Furniture
Crating
Is Our Specialty,

and We
Will Fix Up Your Furniture
o that You Need Not Hes
Itate toShlpIt Anywhere.
RATES REASONABLE.
-

B,

P. Meridian, has filed notice of Intenand Cheaply Done.
tion to make five year proof, to es- Neatly
deabove
tablish claim to the land
scribed, before Register and Receiver,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. TelepkoicIS? W.
SAMA FE. N. M..
on the 10th day of March, 1813. ;
.
"
OALlSTEO ST.
. Claimant names as witnesses:
Wat a few,,
Juaa Baca, Placldo Lopes, of Leyla,
mm want ' ad easts
a
a
Nr M, Antonio VUlanueva, Agustla Muita ana DruUI
rcaum
wonueriiu
r:
Me
New
Ramlres, of Oallsteo, N.
the
when
la,
pablUhed
XI- HANUKtJ
Wtamu,
Try
"
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Denver & Rio firande R. R.
i
f

SHORTEST LINE TO

Denver, Colorade Springs
and Pueblo.
WHERE DIRFCT CONNECTIONS ARE MADE

FOR ALL EASTERN POINTS !
X

THROUGH LINK TO
V

BY MAYBELLE MORTIMER.

Paris, March 1C I think the
difference between the American
mid Parisienne is in, the way she
wears her hat. Even the little
the youngest of the youngest of the apprentice girls over here,
always has her hair dressed in the
best possible way to show off her
head t gear. And that head gear is
always placed at exactly the proper
angle to make it look its smartest.
De Alton and I walked down the

preat-es- t

Rue de 16. Paix the other day, and I
told him to sketch only the hats on
the heads of working girls.
Here they are for you to look at.
I do not believe that one of them
which is
roBt more than
about $4 in United States coin and
one or two of them I know could be
purchased for 15 francs.
One stunning looking blonde girl
wore a boat shaped hat of brown hemp
turned up abrubtly all the way around,
higher in the back than in the front.

ci

lined with
The under brim was
brown velvet and the only trimming
was brown coque feathers hanging
over the back.
Another "oiiic" creation was a deep
blue hemp with a soft brim covered
with Bulgarian ribbon, and two Num-idigreen at the
quills rf bright
e

.
Bide.
A hat very much in

course the superstitious gill won't
.
wear them.
An Oriental turban of blue swathed
with bright f,reen crepe has two
feathers in the front of it for
ornamentation, and the
girl who wore it looked splendid.
X
Remember, that the more eccentricX
hat
colors
of
the
sliowin
your
ity you
trimming and the anglo at which you
put it on, the more stylish will be your
Easter millinery this year!
Eccentricity is the decree of the
Hue de la Paix!

v.ith two black Xumidle quilia directly
i:i front. .
Numidte quills are the most popular of any feather trimming In Paris

t.

CHURCHES
IJmm.
VTi-VVT-

iii

HIS II DCLUW

For Information as to Rates, Reservations, etc, cali on
Wm. M. Scott, Traveling Freight and Passenger Agent, New
Mexican Building, or at Union Depot.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
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FOUR GIRLS BARE
I II ICC srr CUAMC
ur

livw

Department of the Interior, U. S
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., March

onnnt

1, 1913.

Notice is hereby given that Eliza
Buffalo, X. Y., March 1j. Evidence Letta W. Probert, widow of William H.
March
jj,
naniels, president of the ritv vn. jvhich the district attorney says is Probert, Jr., of Jeme?, Springs, N. M
of Lansing, startled sensational, and which he says is suf who. on January 12, 3911, made Homtional bank
the ministers of this city, when lie ficient to warrant the return of seven ester Entry No. 011779, for NE
was called in to address their un- indictments, was presented to a spe- XE
N El-- NE
NE
W
NE1-4- ,
ion, by declaring that , the church cial grand jury today by four girls W
NE
W
SE
SE
16
in
an investiga
under
is 100 per cent below par.
yeais of age,
E
NE
SW
NE
E
Bufin
tion
underworld
of
conditions
V
S
NE
SE
NE
SE
"Everything else has undergone a falo.
SE
SE
Sec.
W
change," said the banker, but the
SE
Two' of the girls are from respectchurch has stood still.
S
able Buffalo families.
Their names 21 T. 20 N., R. 2 E and S
SW
SW
SW
"The average church has a steeple are being withheld. One is from Ro- NE
NE
on top, is open five hours a week, and chester and the fourth is from Xia- SE
NW
NE
NE
SW
closed 49.
NW
NW
SW
NE
gara Falls. All have been living lives
S
SE
SW U SW
"Churches should have a downtown: of shame for the last six months. The NW
W
NE
SE
center, with someone in charge who! girls have been going about the city NE
has enough tact to refrain from tr.v-- ' nights with men drinking In the back Sec. 19, T. 20 N., R. I! E., N. M. P.I
li?g to start a Bible class the first rooms of saloons and other places Meridian, lias filed notice of intention
to make five year proof, to establish
i
where entertainment is provided.
day.
claim to the land above described, be-- !
"It men of every line of Industry!
fere V. S. Commissioner, It. H. Whit-and research had shown the same in-- ! GAS EXPLOSION TOSSES
FIFTY
STREET
CAR
FEET,
at Albuquerque, N. M., on April
as!
difference
to
or
ing,
CLUB.
I
progress
WOMAN'S
apathy
l.
the Protestant church, we would still
Boston, .Mass., March 15. An ex- - 14, 1913.
On Wednesday, March 19th, there FAREWELL RECEPTION.
The wives of the legislators gave a H- traveling in stage coaches and rid- piosion oi gas m mo underground
claimant nnmes as witnesses: E.
will be a meeting of the Santa Fe Woexcavation for a subway extension at M. Fenton and W. If. Rogers, Jemez
ENTERTAINED.
man's club at 3 p. m. In the assembly farewell reception Wednesday after- ing on cana! boats."
fsconay square laie touay, tore open Springs, N. M.; Winfred
Bletcher
Mrs. J. B. McJtanus entertained at room of the Palace of the Governors noon at St. Vincent's sanitarium to
MANY A SUFFERING WOMAN
the surtace and threw a imHBuiB and W. Garrett, Senorito, N. M.
Prof. the ladles who had entertained them
bridge last night. The affair was one to consider "school questions."
car aoom. nicy ieet. several
MANUEL R. OTERO,
of a series which Mrs. Mcianus has Wagner will talk on the development during their sojourn in Santa Fe. In 'lags herself painfully through her street
in the car were slightly
and on other Improvements and all spite of the inclement weather more caily tasks suffering from backache, passengers
Register.
been giving.
one
medical
Only
required
mothers will be benefited by hearing than fifty ladies wearing most attrac- headache, nervousness and Iosb of injured.
attention.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
him. On this occasion the members tive gowns attended the function Bleep, not knowing her ills are due to
DINNER PARTY.
of the Interior, V.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
of the club will have invitations for which was held in the reception hall kidney and bladder troubles. Foley
Department
of the sanitarium.
The hall as well Kidney Pills give quick .relief from
Mr, and Mrs. William Arrighi en- their friends.
. Department of the Interior, V. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M March
tertained at dinner Sunday in honor of A very interesting meeting was as the tea room were decorated in fain and misery, a prompt return to Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., March! 12, 191,'!.
their little daughter, Corinne, who held on Wednesday morning by the green and yellow. Mrs. Lorin C. rialth and strength. No woman who! 13, 1913.
Notice is hereby given thai. Tablo
Notice is hereby given that David Aianda. of San Pedro, N. M., who, on
celebrated her first birthday anni- board of directors at which time the Collins and Mrs. Howell Earnest pre suffers can afford to overlook Foley
versary. Many gifts were presented final arrangements for the delegates sided at the tea table. Miss Ruth Kidney Pills. For sale by all drug; Quintana, of Pojoaque, N. M., who, on j August 9, 3912, made Homestead ap-- i
with cards at- to the State Federation were made, i? Laughlin and Miss Margaret Parker gi'sts.
March 4, 1913, made Addl Homestead plication No. p!G94, for S
NH3
the birthday-celebran- t
assisted. A stringed orchestra' dis- tached bearing the words: "Wishing
NW
April 28, 1904, No. 0177G3, for Sec 23 S
Section 21,'
Entry
coursed pleasing music during the
152 - 50 acres of land in Sec. 10, Town-- ; Tnwnahin 19 v. Riiniro fi K.. N. M P.!
SALEM MOB IS DISPERSED.
you many more," and "best wishes."
fair. The ladies in the receiving line
List
Salem, 111., March 15. The mob' ship, 19 N., Range 6 E.
Meridian, lias filed notice of intehtion
Mrs.
Mrs. Burns, Mrs. Page,
Act June 11, 190G, Jemez to make five year proof, to establish!
(were
Says the Albuquerque Journal:
to
Meridian,
storm
that
last
threatened
night
BRIDGE PARTY.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Clan-Downs,
Rodgers,
Albert
Doepp,
"Lillian Hesselden and
the county jail and lynch Frank Sul - Nat Forest, hereby gives notice thatlcajm to the land above described, be-- 1
Mrs. Arthur Seligman, wife of form- cy have finally agreed to announce and Mrs. Huge Gage, me reception
U. Comr., atj
lens, who Is charged with attacking all persons claiming the land adverse- fore II. C. Klnsell,
or
one
entne
er Mayor Seligman, of Santa Fe,
their engagement. I foretold their was arterward declared
was entirely dispersed iy or desiring to show it to be mineral Stanley, N. M., on April 21, 1913.
Rolt,
Dorothy
Bestertained nt bridge Thursday after marriage some weeks ago, and as most delightful held during the
as witnesses:
names
Claimant
today. The four companies, of the in character must file objection with
noon m honor or Mrs. Amauo unaves. luck would have it, hit on the right sion of the legislature this year
jali guard are still on duty and there this office on or before .April 22, 1913. Roberto Armijo, Nicolas Montoya,
There were four tables. - The party
MANUEL R. OTERO,
seems no disposition on the part of;
Manuel Vigil, Daniel Wright, all ofj
Mrs.
success.
was a pronounced
one to start trouble.
Register.
N. M.
any
Golden,
cirsocial
in
Chaves is quite popular
MANUEL R. OTERO,
AN EPIDEMIC OF COUGHING
cles here.
.
30,000 VOICES.
'is sweeping over the town and young!
Register.
and old are alike affected.
Foley's
INFORMAL TEA.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Thirty thousand 'voices What
'
jl.'oney & Tar Compound is A quick,
Mrs. James Seligman gave an ingrand chorus! ' And that's the num ' sure, reuaoie iamuy medicine
lor i;uparunrui ui wiw jninriur, u. o. uunu
ber of American men and women who coughs and colds, A. S. Jones, of Lee
Office at Santa Fe, N. m., March
formal tea Tuesday afternoon in honor
are publicly praising Doan's Kidney Pharmacy,
12. 1913.
Chico,
Calif.,
of her guest, Mrs. Adamo Chaves, of
says:
Notice is hereby given that Susano
Pills for relief from backache, kidne
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
Albuquerque, A number of friends atand bladder ills. They say it to l as no equal, and I recommend It as Sandoval, of Lamy, N. M., who, on
tended the affair, which was much enfriends. They tell it in the home pa- containing no narcotics or other March 8, 190G, made Homestead ap-- ;
joyed.
Sec-- '
.
pers. Santa Fe people are In this 1'f.rmful properties." For sale "by all plication No. 07266, for NW
Ition 11, Township 13 N., Range 11 E.,
chorus. Here's a Santa Fe case.
druggists.
M. P. Meridian, has filed nStice of
Miss Adela Arias, 10(1 Griffin St.,
intention to make five yenr Proof, to
Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "The spleu-- !
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,
establish claim to the land above deMrs! James A. French, wife of the
did. results I obtained from Doan's f)CPartment of the
Interior,
scribed, before Register and Receiver,
state engineer, is giving a bridge
u S. Land Office at Santa c. n. m !lT.
ovvemi .eiiiB uBu imo
S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M.,
Deen permanent and for that reason,'
j arty this afternoon at her home oh
March 3, 1913.
ua "l Prl
Lincoln avenue. The house is pretmy confidence. In them has Increased.
Notice is hereby given that Fran
Claimant names as witnesses:
II suffered from a dull, heavy ache in
tily decorated In a green "colorjscheme
Brito. of Santa Fe, N. M., who,
a St. Patrick day green.
There
the small of my back and was subject on Jan. 16, 1908, made
Homestead huiob' buiiuuvhi, rnioeno Mar are four tables. The affair will doubtto headaches and dizzy spells. I al- V.ntrv Vn 1
for RPI 1 4 tinez, .lose j . iarranaga, .Luciano ura" of
less prove' enjoyable even without
ways felt tired1, had no ambition and NE
Sec 26, NE
SE
B
MANUEL R. OTERO,
was in poor health when I procured Jnb
prizes.
Section 35, Township 16 N
Register.
Doan's Kidney Pills. It did not take Range 10 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
long to cure me and from that day to flld notlr. of intention to make five
FIFTEEN CLUB.
Co,d' La GrlPPe. Then Penumonla
this, I have been free from kidney year proof, to establish claim to the
Fifteen Club The Fifteen Club met
La
1 willingly
confirm tholbnd above described, before Register ,s to often the fa,al sequence.
complaint.
BY MAYBELLE MORTIMER.
Mrs.
Friday with Mrs. Laughlin.
public statement I gave in January. land Receiver, U. S. Land Office, a; Grippe coughs hang on, weaken the
Palen presided.
Paris, March 15. Here is a photograph of the hat of the moment In 1907, telling of my experience with! Santa Fe, N.Ttf., on the 1Mb. day of stem, and lower the vital resistence.
The program
li G. Collins, postmaster, Barnegat, N.
of quotations; iTpaper by Mrs. Paris. It is made of hemp In any color and trimmed with Bulgarian ribDonn's Kidney Pills."
April, 1913.
.
Boyle, entitled "How to Keep Young," bon. This ribbon is formed into a long looped bow extending far out in the
says: "I was troubled with a se- For sale by all dealers. Price 60;- - Claimant names as witnesses:
and a reading by Mrs. Palen on "The back.
n
cents.
Marcelino Sandoval, Canuto Ortiz, vere La Grippe cough which corn-NeCo., Buffalo,
This simple hat will be worn this summer instead of the sailor, which
Autobiography of an Elderly Woman."
all jrletely exhausted me. Foley's Honey
York, dole agents for th United Cesario DeLora, Mateo DeLora,
"Current Events" closed the program. Americans have been always loath to give up. It will be exceedingly bei'and Tar Compound Boon stopped the
of Santa Fe, N. M.
States.
The paper by Mrs. Boyle and the read- coming to any matron and any maid more than can always be said of the
MANUEL P. OTI;RO.
It can't be
Remember fihe name Doan's and
coughing spells entirely.
'
"
'
'
ing by Mrs. Palen were thorough y en- - sailor!
.
.
take no other.
Register. beat." For sale by all druggists.
.Lansing,

Mich.,
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NEW MEXICO
FEDERATION
OF

WOMEN'S CLUBS,
ALBUQUERQUE,
March 24to 27.

Reduced

1TA

Fare,

.

C

From

Ij D SantaFe.N.M.

TO ALBUQUERQUE

AND RETURN

TICKETS ON SALE
Klnal return
rlusive.
limit, MARCH til, 19ia.
For Tickets and Information A bom Traill

Service uppiy to

U.S. LUTZ, Agt., SANTA FE,

N.JW.

EST STORES'
Three Pianos

of these merchants that makes it possible for the people of Santa Fe to get
Three More For Only $90 Cash" Each, Three More For SIOQ Cash Each, Three More For $I.I0 Cash Each, and

PROQRESSIVENESS

Three More For $120 Cash

,

-

J--

.

BY JOHN P. FALLON.
The advertisements which appear in The Santa Fe New Mexican every day may be likened unto
sign posts which direct and guide
reliable stores, honest meryou-tchandise and economical buying.
Follow the advertisements closely. They will lead you to the most
dependable stores in town. They
will tell you of pure foods and
where to buy them. They will tell
you of the latest fashions, the most
becoming styles and where to purchase wearing apparel to best advantage.
They will enable you to become
thoroughly posted on everything
rfo
VOU buv. to become a
value. - ' to select all
'r.es foi
at the low-.L- .
best goods can be
Bear in mind that e
tisement in The Santa
Mexican tells the stor;
able store, honest
merchandise
and right prices. You take no
chances when dealing with The
Santa Fe New Mexican's advertisers.
If you would travel the "Royal
Road" to successful shopping read
the advertisements in The New
Mexican closely and constantly
every night.

Jaj'1-Cisc-

-

d

Free,

Shopping

4

I

KEMEMBER

to Successful

4

4

4

that it is the

The Royal Road

4
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.

It will not pay you to waete your
time writing out your legal form
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican Printing company.

;

r

....

X

d

many of them on young girls.

They will be married April in
please take note. I guessed
"
once.
"To put the interesting nevs forlinally: Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Hessel- den announce the engagement of ttioir
idaughter, Lillian Marie, to Mr. Al Moved and nroved unusually interest- - or,'t Harrison Clancy of Santa Fe
SOCIAL CALENDAR.
"Their wedding will interest Albuiiig subjects.
querque and Santa Fe society circles
is popular
The bride-elec- t
alike.
(Editors Note Notices for this cal-- j
HK I Y.
endar should arrive at the office of the ff Or KINO
here, and the prospective groom in
New Mexican not later than Friday) A spring party was celebrated on social, political and professional ciral cles at the capital. - Both have 'ots of
Wednesday afternoon by Francis
evening.)
luce Greene, the small son of Mr. and friends who will rcoice exceedingly
All the decora- in the announcement of the forthcomMrs. K. W. Greene.
March 23 Sunday "Easter."-ttarc- h
Miss Hesselden is a
25 Tuesday Santa Fe Wo tions were in yellow and "green and ing marriage.
Science Easter eggs. The amusements of the charming girl, talented in a musical
"man's Club have "Domestic
afternoon' besides the usual games way, and identified with the social
Day."
were magic lantern slides and indoor activities of the young society set in
The twelve guests enjoy' this city. Mr. Clancy is the nephew
(ire works.
CARD PARTY.
ed the party in spiite of the stormy ol Attorney General Frank Clancy.
Mrs. a I. P. Dumbaugh entertained ..day.
"The wed ling will occur in this city
'and the young couple will make their
at bridge yesterday afternoon. There
home at Santa Fe."
were three tables and the card party
SO

f

pea-ctc-

.
just at present.
Hats with no brim at all, settled
down close over the head, have a band
of velvet near the bottom and a stiff
bow of maline at the sides. You soe

We are going to see a good many
the shape of an
eld fashioned walking hat was faced peacock feathers used as brilliant comrn the under brim with black velvet binations 'of green and blue are exand black and white brocaded ribbon ceedingly pievalent at present. Of
!d;ate

Salt Lake City, Ogden and
the Pacific Coast.

j

EachFifteen In All !

XI I E MOST

REMARKABLE AND LARGEST

PROPOSITION EVER ATTEMPTED IX SANTA FE.
E MO i)ERN (jRO
UFI P THF PflMTFTAMTQ To Win These Pian0A and 30 0ther Fine Pes, all on exhibition at any of the Contest Stores---tUUIl I LO I fill 1 0 CERY, the real modern grocery of the city; THE SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO., the bi hardwareland
flLLr I
supply house ; JOHN PFLUEOER, the only real shoe store in the city. Supply your wants at these stores and help your friends. Subscriptions to the
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN count fast 1,000 votes given for every dollar paid. Same ratio for either of the weeklies. Do not
stop with the subscn
tions in the city, but get your friends all overthe state to subscribe. Subscriptions prior to December 31, 1912, count double.
H

nt

V
It

I

SANTA FE NEW

PAGE FOUR

SATURDAY, MARCH

CREEKS RESENT CLAIMS
THIRD DARROVvVTRIAL
,jec.at:Uie second trial. This state- MADE BY BULGARIANS.
STARTS ON MARCH 31. merit was brought forth by published
Los Angelas, c'alll'., March 15. Di
reports that Captain Fredericks would
Athens Greece, March 15. Strong;
move for the dismissal of the indict,Kl
Jonn l. rreuerieks ment
fefiUnff nirilnRt
the RnlnrlnnB Is "
against Darrow.
Dar-th,iUH 1,ie'u xnai
''f"t'e
spreading with great rapidity among "?m,
It will no; pay you to waste your
Greek population. Only th5 strong 10 w 8 tllirU tl'ln) 011 a charge of jury
with the..
time writing out your legal forms
hand of the government prevents a! bnbl"B iu
Namul'a dynamite case Would be
when you can get them already print
outbreak.
JUDGE LETS HIM
Irritation of the Greeks irises gun March 31- tlle date set by Supe-fro- nd at the New Mexican Printing
CROSS HIS LEGS
s
the Bulgarian, claim to reat llor Judge W. M. Conley, who
Company.
of erstwhile
New York, .March 15. Dr. Albert tory which Greece considers hers by
C. Rise, a physician of Bablyon, L. I., right of conqueBt. The editor of the
crossed his legs, leaned forward and i:ewspaper, Chronos, was sentenced
stuck both hands deep in his trousers toJay to a week's imprisonment for
:
m i w
mn
hmtmrr
style, editorially denouncing Bulgarian
pockets in truly professional
j v
m
w
u tr
wm m
mm
mini
testifying In' the supreme court Hce; Proceedings have been begun
,m"!I prisons ur smu
an an expert. A moment later a court i"B,,"r.1
offenses.
attendant, now to his duties and re- jlar
sponsibilities, approached the witness
It will not pay you to waste your
and said in an undertone:
"Don't cross your legs here, sir, and time writing out your legal forme
when you can get them already print
keep your hands out of your pockets.
Dr. Rice straightened up. , He ner-- ed at the New Mexican Printing con?
vously assumed a rigid conventional pany.
pose. The- - court noticed the doctor's
N'"' Mexican Want Ads always
chagrin and Inquired:
j
"Officer, what was that you told the b'"'nK results. Try it.
TT
.witness.''
"Why, your honor. I simply told
Tf
I7M
1
him It was not customary In this court
WLFMfclN
foi
tlio l.Miaarlal
U'ltnpgfl tn .CrOKS his leCfS Or tO Tin Vnil vvuWa iho
" irdtiiMiail
I.. I.Il,. iv.-ivnut tile
women we now using
in , 11.. w
pui 1110 uauun ill ilia nr.,lrAtu
Will Take You There in Style and Comfort.
the attendant.
"You will pardon me if I dissent
from your opinion sir," returned Jus:
tice Page. "Let the witness sit as he
want
witness
in
We
this
the
pleases.
A Soluble Antiseptic Powder
court, if you don't mind, to make
themselves as comfortable as possi- as a remedy for mucous membrane afble. There la certainly," added the fections, such as sore throat, nasal or
court, his face broadening in a smile, pelvic catarrh, inflammation or ulcera"no harm In a man putting his handa tion, caused by female ills? Women who
havo been cured say "it is worth its
in his own pockets."
Dr. Rice laughed heartily at the weight in gold. " Dissolve in water and
ciurt's good natured orders and apply locally. For ten years the Lydia,
RETURN LIMIT SIX MONTHS.
promptly resumed his easy attitude as E. I'inkham Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtine in their private corhe continued his testimony.
respondence with vvornen.
GRAND GANYON
For all' hygienic and toilet uses 'it has
YOSEMITE VALLEY
no
50c.
box
a
at Drugequal. Only
large
MOUSE MAKES A
gists or sent postpaid on receipt of price.
MEAL ON
The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston, Mass.
Let us Plan Your Trip, Arrange for Sleeping Car Accome

.
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"KEEP

MOVING

SWEAT!"

!

IS

13, 1913.

McGRAW'S

-

presid-stretche-

ITI

TIP.

TRAINING

ava-whil- e

Doesn't
Pennant Winning Manager
Hard
Coddle Ball Players; Says

for Sore
Work is Best Antidote
Muscles.
Marlin, Texas," March 13. "Keep-a- nioving" is the standing order on tlie;
McGraw training program for the men;
who hope to bo Giants In 1913.
"I BOIL 'EM OUT AND MAKE
THEM KEKP MOVING," vouchsafes;!
his
McGraw when asked to explain
system. "When the sun gets' in its,
.Work and perspiration oozes without
pitch effort, there's not much danger j
of injury from exertion, but the wind)
,soon cools i ut the men who don't'
and so it is necessary
for them to work steadily and sweat.
"I don't coddle my players. There's!
no Hense in letting them lay off every
time a muscle aches. Muscles are
hound to ache when they begin to
loosen. That's what muscles a''e for.
"Hard work is the best antidoie for
aches, and, you bet, my men get itj
hi large dosi s, Thaf's why they get
,
light quickly and stay put.
Don't ask me how the team looks!
or what the chances are. It is easier
to snatch a pennant on paper than on
a ball lot. I have more youngsters
than I had a year ago. but 1 can't
tell what they are going to do until
they are tried."
Anyone who imagines McGraw likes
the game so well he will stick around
until counted out has another thought
to express. John ,T. admits that he has
thought of the day when he will not
be useful in his present capacity
and has planned to beat the other fel-lew meaning the New York clul) to

i tawnier
i

I

j

3

excursions

Climate of;California.

The California Limited No 3

faf

51

'keep-a-movin-

i
i

NOW And'EnJy theJSunny
fiO
UU

t

nnrii TfJ
OrLulAL

j

w
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CALIFORNIA

j

j

m

ROUND TRIP'RATES

j

Los Angeles,

j

San Diego,

San Francisco,

$69.90

SEE THE THE

$18.00

modations On Any of Our Through Trains.

Milwaukee, March 15. if you hear-- a
mouse at night making an undue
H. S.
N. M.
Agent,
noise iu the vicinity of where you
and
PRICES,
$215
$250
$165,
$200,
keep your valuables and you think
tired.
you detect a gnawing of paper, get
With Imported Magneto.
"When I feel myself slipping I'll
up and get your shotgun and lay for Motor Oyele without a doubt with trouble
the little miscreant. This is the adstep out, but this doesn't mean I'll quit
left at the factory.
baseball. I will alwavs have some
vice that C. 13. Sammons, a roomer at
a south Bido home, is giving. Samthing to sell over the base ball conn- - j
ter.
mons lost just $1S because he did not
"I can't imagine a man tiring of the
investigate such a condition.
The mouse, it was discovered, had
game as long as he is successful,
liut
Fine Imported and Domestic Wines, Liquors
me game can get away trom even a
chewed $18 in bills into little bits.
baseball man. Take Charles ComiB-kePammons will try to get back the
as an illustration. He stepped
money from Washington, where he
aside for Clarke Griffith, Jimmy Calhas sent the result of the mouse's
lahan and Fielder Jones, because he
work. It is probable that he will PASH
BROTHERS, AGTS.!
not establish his claim successfully,
probably realized he was losing his
AND IX THK PAST.
""MUGSY" M'GRAW
1ST. l&.ZZ
fcr the currency is gnawed into such
fighting spirit on the field.
"What I try to do is to get man big small bits that the denomination num"When I find myself marking time, seeks to eradicate the superstition
I'll follow Oomiskey's lead and quit. that usually attach to a club. He
enough to realize that
ber is scarcely discernal le.
sooner or later. When
I have a contract with the Giants.
figures tell the truth and that means failure
SUFFRAGET MARCHER
Things may happen before 1915. The
times cut of ten the man with they realize that their life in fast coma
I
li.t: Ji
a
j
pany depends upon keeping in conl
Vrv.vrs
I
IPM
game Is getting faster every r;y and the best record is the best man
a
USED CLUB, SHE SAYS
'
team
for
men
my
dition
the
a
big enough
you cannot make
..ction with
McGraw does not seek to restrict
ft
.
-'
themselves
conduct
accordingly.
PwaB ambitious l.is players' conduct. He tells them
safety in buseh(Continued trom page one).
no set rules lor the training.
as
pla;: niia I think my desire' de-to at the start they are to live as they ! "Iseehave
I
help'i they believed the
that they work hard;
"':ake good has been my most
see fit and that unless jthey appreciate
police had done all
sirable asset as a manager."
their responsibility and take Care of them overcome faults.. Some men re- iu their jfower to control the crowd.
MrGraw teaches his players that themselves they will be the means of quire more attention than others to
..
Admiral George V. Baird, retired,
' there is no such
develop them to the highest point.
defended the conduct of the police.
thing as luck and he their own undoing.
'
declaring tint from the point at which
minutes. He is one of the best bar- - single comment on the weather, the he saw the parade they did all tht
BOEHLER. BARBER
bers who ever rubbed aium in a cut. crops or the fact that "the country is could be expected.
LIKE CRAWFORD All this distinction in a commercial going to h" dogs since them Ihero A dramatic recital of the" progress
of the head of the parade
through
v.ay has come to Boehler early for he Democrats was elected.
.
1 years of age.
Pennsylvania avenue was given by
In fact,
U not yet
E. A. BACHELOR.
Mrs. Richard Coke Burleson,
the
he is just two months past 20, his RECRUIT RINGER FOR BIG SIX
(iulfport, Miss., March 15. Wahoo
on January 1. While
March 15. 'If that grand marshal, who rode on horse-- !
Fla.,
Pensaoola,
falling
birthday
,
Sam Crawford, the Xebraska tonsorlal-ist- he
from home trying to pre-- fellow Wilson wasn't a southpaw one back. She said that for a block after
has a rival.
vent opposing batsmen from lathering would swear on first glance it was the parade began the way was clear,
It leaked cut today thit there Is an- the ball, his brother runs the barber old Christy Mathewson in the box," j. "Suddenly I., found myself in the
other
barber on the Navin shop and lathers the customers. Even remarked a Nap vet from the bench at midst of this howling mob," she con-tinued, "there did not Beem to be a
payroll in the person of George Boeh- - in the Winter mouths George does Wednesday's' practice.
Itr, one of the most promising of the not work during the week, but take3
Lefty Wilson has the same build, policeman anywhere. The automobile
and the mounted
young pitch?rs. Mr Boehler is not a chair on Saturdays when the male even to the attractive shoulders, that platoon
police
have disappeared.
:only an expert in cutting hair, shaving population of Lawrenceburg, Ind., his Christy has. The start and finish of;seemei
"I ws aone, unprotected and ter-and telling customers that they need home town, is getting all duded up for his delivery place him in the same
a shampoo and some other hair tonic, Sundays, by heck! The rest of the positions thct the majority of action rifled. The crowd surged all about
"
between me and Miss
j me and
but he also is the owner of one of the time the Tiger pitcher handles the pictures show Mathewson in.
uncorked a slow ball Wed-- hoHand, who rode some distance to
cash register and sees to it that his
shops markd by the striped pole.
nesdav mornine for a minute that the risht. I could see her surrounded
George has been plying the shears helpdo not teach .it bad liabi.ts
and the razor and subscribing for the How George ever can make a suc- looked promising,: but the big fellow ny tne crowd. She was alone; not a
. Pollze Gazette
for five years now and cess as a barber is hard to figure out, is spending his time getting his arm policeman was hear her. She tried
has become so expert at the trade that for he is the original silent man. A limbered up and is obeying Blrmy's tc force her horse through the crowd,
t was afraid the crowd would pull hei
; he can think of seven things that must customer might
go to sleep In the orders to get the f kinks out of his to the
ground."
f(
done to thave a man s hair before chair while he is working on him and wing.
A squad of police in the hearing'
'lie has had him in the chair two not be awakened by so much as a
rcom, marched in review before Mrs.
A YALE
Burleson that' she: might attempt to
identify a policeman, she said, had
MARRIES
WAITRESS
xno eirs oTSStFs
been insolent to her. She was unable
the TOAinEa insist on
the piwers
"butX
'
Af vwvs
tc find the man.
New Haven, Conn., "Jlarch 15.,
Naomi Campbell, a tall, ' handsome
brunette, who was a waitress in the
old Eli lunchroom, on York Btreet.' is
the bride of George Stearns, son of
a wealthy manufacturer of Wyoming,
Ohio, and a student at Yale. AnAll other chocolates seem
nouncement of the wedding was made
THE Wit T05$
MftVE tors
by Mrs. Thomas Campbell, mother of just ordinary after you once
the bride. The latter is 19 years old,
but nor
MUCH
and has been toasted in poetry and try
They are just
COflTROt
song by students of the university.
as
wholesorrfe
and
as they
pure
Inquiry at the residence of E. R.
anin
Stearns,
NCE books either overcrowded limited shelf space or empty shelves
Wyoming, brought the
are delicious. We secured the
when a PiAve wwses Br amp
VISITORS
swer that the family did not care to
yawnea ana waited for books. When one bookcase overflowed, a new
discuss the reported marriage of the agency for ):he Huyler line
'
liMK moo)
one was purchased, and its gaping shelves were gradually filled. That was
son.
,
. before the Globe Wernicke
CorxWf d by Luropa CWst
A story current yesterday was that knowing there is nothing finer,
period in bookcases. Nov--', books and their
fOPVWRflrr 1915
Stearns jind his bride had call- and because we know too that
shelves come together. : The bookcase grows apace with the library. This is
young
Alt nwm rfwnco
J
ed at the parental residence and not
the modern way of building a library. This is the Globe-Wernic- ke
idea.
Dm WiS tPA: MY HOS6V
will
pleased with the reception accorded people
A DIWP0IWT9 KI.RUIT.
unconsciously
lT
had
elsewhere.
them,
cam? nr Tuf inr Abt
quarters
H
sought
HfK
CIOE moin
fr"
Tucpint r" SMWL
A friend of Stearns assisted him fin- judge the value of our stock
A TftAINIMCi CAMP VfWtO
TO THJ OILS AflD WHfM L "
The young man secured a
WAR!.'
ancially.
APPROWHEO HIM FOR AM tXRtANATIOh Hf
the individual linas we
,,,01 1 8oyposition and went to work. All infor by
BEAN0 ME Ont OH THE EAR AMD SENT
to
mation
.as
the
whereabouts
Me SPPAWLIMG. KIKXr ADVr5 MMM
of the
VM5WOulO
carry. We will be glad to
'l'DUKiiMrtl
IUMPA. WHAT 5HAUI OOf
young couple was refused.
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-cover of the New Mexico Central, has
aiaaaaaaaaaaBBBBaamaiaaai
arrived from Albuquerque where she
EVERYTHING NEW IN
visited Mrs. V. St Hopewell.
CO.
DRY
ADOLF
terriMartinez,
formerly
Malaquias
(Owing to the great Interest manl torial coal oil inspector and prominent
fested in the Persona Column, the in Republican political circles, is here
New Mexican requests its readers to from Taos,
send in by mall (a postcard will do)
or by telephone (call "31 J") items for
All Silk Ties
this column. By doing so the read- RECOGNITION OF
ier will confer a favor on the. New
HUERTA
S .65
.
.
.
Men's Dress Shirts, with or without soft collars,
Mexican and on their friends.
sent by mail should bear!
STRONGLY URGED
1.15
.
.
Men's Dress Shirts, with or without soft collars,
,
the signature of the writer).
;' J. II. Teasdale,
n business man of
125 Palace Ave
SPECIAL SHOWING OF BOYS' SUITS THIS WEEK.
Washington. D. C March
St: "Louis,''' Is at. the Palace.
of the. lluertaj
mediate
recognition
Mr' Charles M. Andrews, of New
in Mexico was urged on
Haven,' C6nn., is a sightseer at the government
PHONE 180.
210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,
Bryan today by Major Cas- Secretary
'
Palace.,sieus Gillette, U. 8. A., retired, inter- - eminent would send an expedition
ol'
Miss Anne ItAVulker
Richmond,
to the Arctic to see if use could
jested in mining properties in the; 'again
ibc made of the large tracts ofphex
Va., is a visitor in the city.
Mexico.'
of
republic
'
Mrs. Eyelyn Dougherty of Miami,
'v;..'
"The sooner it is recognized by the plored territory.'tliere.
INSURE WITH IIAYWARD AND RI.ST CONTENT.
Arizona, is at the Palace.
Ilaold
Amundsen,
He
will
more
thought
the
quickly
James M. Black, one of the editors United States
in
the
Arctic
to
who
to
explore
expects
get money
of the Albuquerque Evening Herald, the government be able
would take "a big chance" if he
If
revolution in
who has been covering the legisla- and suppress the little
his ship to be frozen in the
allowed
he.
said
the
states,"
outlying
ture for that paper, left for Albuquerlice and drift, it might remain frozen,
Major Gillette called at the White
que last, night.
he said, for four or live years and
D.x R. Lane, of the
Albuquerque llmiup lint did not see President Wil
Mr. Bry - (lrl,t my where.
discuss
not
would
He
son.
the
covered
who
Morning Journal,
INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND BE SIRE.
legislature, left yesterday for his an s view or recognition.
GOVERNMENT APPEALS
home in the Duke City.
IN PIPE LINE CASE.
O. B. Earlekson, of Fort Sumner, is
MRS. CLARKSON
Washington, 1). C, March IT.. The
a visitor in the city."
today appealed to 'the
.government
Lutz,"
REPENTANT
S.
strenuous
the
agent
Harvey
court
from the decision of
supreme
leavis
of our local Santa Fe station
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
SAYS the commerce court in he Oil Pipe
ing today for a ten days rest, visiting
Line
Bases.
points along the line as far as Kan-- j
IF IT'S REAL ESTATE,: HA V WARD HAS II
.
Because of their importance, a
.
- Masns City. He will visit v illi relatives
Chicago, III., March
adto
and friends before returning home. It bel Clarkson, the mission worker who lion will b ; filed on Monday can
be
Rev. vance the cases so that they
is not known whether Mr. Lutz will ran away from her husband,
court.;
make a detour to visit some "oil Nestor K. Clarkson, and live children .heard at this session of the an
infields" or arrange for transportation last Christmas with Owen D. Conn, :The commerce court granted
aside the Interstate
HAT
RAIN
opporTHAT
of destitute fanners seeking
the alleged "society" burglar now un- junction setting
Commerce Commission o filer lo com-- j
tunities In the far west.
der arrest in San Francisco, came to
obi!-'
pel tin pipe line to assume the
C. It. Young of Roswell, is at the Chicago from Milwaukee today.
There are
Or Other Elements hy getting one of our HILL UMBRELLAS.
and gallons of common carriers."
"I have come back penitent
two kinds the "Suit Case" for traveling and the "detachable" for
European hotel.
A
John O. Laughlin, a business man with a sad heart to ask my husband's A MESSAGE TO RAILROAD MEN.
Prices from $2 to S7.
splendid, useful gift for a lady
genera! use.
forgiveness," she said as she stepped
of Trinidad is at the European,
or
gentleman.
S. Bacon, 11 Bast St, Bath, Me.,
E,
hus"If
I
train.
my
will
When catling, also ush tp lev our new assortment of "LA fAUUCA PEARLS,"
Judge Oscar T. Toombs, representa-- from the railway
'sends out this warning lo railroaders
Union county, band refuses to take me hack, I shall
gladden your eyes.
tive from Clayton,
as
conductor
work
"My
everywhere.
become a missionary."
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
leaves today for his home.
H. C. YONTZ,
Mr. Clarkson said he had decided caused a chronic inllamnuition of the
Mrs. Gregory Page, wife of State
all
I
was miserable and
forgive li is wife but. might kidneys and
Senator Page of MeKinley, Gallup not to his
mind after a personal in- player! out. From the day 1 began tak
change
an
who
underwent
operation
I
county,
re
to
Pills
m
Kidney
began
Foley
ing
for appendicitis recently, is steadily terview with her.
feain my strength, and t am better
to
to
sit up
improving. She was able
row than I have been for twenty
day. Senator Page is delighted with
TO
years."
Try them. For sale by all
her improvement rikI lie hopes soon
:
ttiuggists.
BE IMPORTANT
to take Mrs. Page home with him.
W. A. WILLIAMS, - NOW MEMPHIS DETECTIVE IS
Marcos C. de Baca, Progressive
POLITICS
IN
candidate for congressman ami rep- INDICTED FOR AIDING BROTHER.
Sando-- .
resentative from Bernalillo,
D. C, March 1,1. Dem-- ;
Omaha, Neb., March in. Ernest
Washington,
for
val county .will leave this evening
Re- their caucus, to-- ; 0an, formerly a city detective of
at
senators
Lines.
ocratic
Hack and
his home. Air .de Baca has been ah clay determined to take the committee
was today indicted;
Tenn.,
Memphis,
efficient worker for Progressive prin- ou woman
Rigs you
suffrage out ol In.e miuority j By the federad grand jury, charged;
ciples, and carries home with him list and make It a majority commit-- , vvi(l
to
rescuo
his
PROMPT SERVICE.
brother,;
TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.
SADDLE PONIES.
attempting
the best wishes of his many friends tee with Senator Thomas of Colorado,
from United Slates of- x0lan,
j)jggS
in Santa Fe.
Phone 139. 310 San Francisco St.
as chairman. This was done iu the f(,fi.'g uigKB Xolan was m.011f,ht to
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Sargent, of expectation
that equal suffrage will 0m(lha- from Atlanta, (la., and con-- j
El Rito, are registered at St. Vincent's be one of iho live subjects for the;vipled of trad,lU,llt use of lhe maiis.
sanitarium.
'i was aiso jF.rnest is charged with attempting to;
si nate s consideration,
on
Mrs. C. C. Murray, wife of the re decided to place th committee
smuggle saws and other jail breaking
public healt'.i in the majority list with tools to his brother whjle the latter!
Senator Ransdell of Louisiana, prob- was in
jail here.
ably, as chairman.
THIS LADY'S
There is more Catarrh in this sec
NEW COUNTY BILLS
of the country Ihan all other
tion
GOOD APPETITE IN COLORADO DEFEATED,
diseases put together, and until the
Denver, Colo. March 13. The house! last few years was supposed to be in'today killed the bills creating Sun-- !
We Buy and Sell for Cash. We Will Save You Money
For a great many years
Mrs. Hansen, In a Letter From shine and Divide countieB, upon the curable.
doctors nronounced it a local disease
re-on Your Feed Bills. Let us have aJfTrial
and
adoption of an adverse .committee
ocai remedies,
d preBCrbed
Mobile, Tells How She Gained It.
Order and Convince You.
eui
uy constantly iuiung iu uuib nm,
The house passed on second reading locnI treatment, pronounced it
Ala. "t suffered for seven
V
i.tnr nmhihitimr" the nubll- - HUlc, cs
i in.. Cn
in.
.o(0,.h .w
fjuirjitc uaa
years, wun wpmamy iroume. wrues
f anonvniou8 communications
there.
ha
riiSpRo.
Mrs. Sigurd Hansen In a letter from !i,
anli mave editors re- - i
had
and
weak
felt
"I
this city.
always
M. O'CONNELL,
sponsible lor everything printed.
jment. Hall's Catarrh Cure, mantifac
a headache and was always going to
of the tured by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo,
Tlie senate in committee
116 OALISTEO STREET.
the doctor. At last I was operated on, whole killed the Tierney single tax! Ohio, is the only constitutional cure!
Phone 214 J
L
and felt better, vbut soon I had the bill, postponing the final vote until jon the market. It is taken internally
in doses from 10 drops to a teaspoon
same trouble..
Monday.
My husband asked me to try Cardul,
Senator J. T. Joyce introduced liful. It acts directly on the blood antij'
I felt better after the first bottle, an4 resolution for the submission of a con- - mucous surfaces of the system. They
authorizing off er one hundred dollars for any case
now, I have a good appetite and sleep stitutional amendment
DISTRIBUTOR OF
well. I feel flue, and the doctor tells $ 1,000,000 bond issue, the proceeds toi! fails to cure. Send for circulars and
me I am looking better than he ever be. used in constructing buildings at testimonials.
&
CO., To,,
Address: F. J. CHENEY
,he state institutions.
saw me."
O.
'
The house refused to concur in the lt
If you are. sick and miserable, and
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
Sold by Drugg.s U. i.c
suffer from any of the pains due tc senate amendments to the game law
const
P.Ms
for
Hall's
of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
Take
Family
bef
Manufacturer
and the senate asked that the bill
womanly trouble try Cardul.
- Pat'onSenawater.
sent
to
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
Is
conference,
appointing
It
r Cardul
Is successful because
Santa Fe, New Mex.
TELEPHONE 35 J
composed of Ingredients that have been
womantlCCDi
the
on
act
found io
curatjfvely
ly constitution.
MAY
For morehari fifty years, it has been BEAR ADMIRAL
HAVE TAKEN POISON.
used by women of all ages, with great
Boston, Mass., March 15. Dr. Paul
success. Try it. To :r druggist sells It
nanP. Dessez, of the Charlestown
Co.
K. B. Write'io: l.adr? Advisory Dept., ChilW-- I
.. txamine:
Medical
asked
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for
yard,
,Spt4
iiouga MediclrwCo., Chaitanooes. Tn,.
EGGS FOR HATCHING
Hookr Home Treatmnl Osgood, of Kockland, for full particu !i
fvtnictttms, an4
.4
waen."not In pialn wrapper, oa raautat..
lars regarding the death of Rear Ad-- ,
miral Joseph Oiles Eaton. Dr. Des-- :
sez said that his findings would be
submitted to the navy department.
:
Because there you will have a
Rear Admiral Eaton was commandant
I The
Chick
makes
hatched
the
at
early
of the Charlestown navy yard
chance to succeed. There climate,
v
Winter
the
five' years ago.
retirement
his
of
Layer
time
Governs
soil and water, in conjunction with
Where Quality
,ihe Price In a statement last night, Mrs.
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FRESH
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of
P. Redlekeys,,
Intelligent labor, work wonders.
and Price the Quality;
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..
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t
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ine n
iaiuu,
fruits, garden truck, poulAlfalfa,
declaring her belief- that "if the rear
CHAS. A. WHEELON,
and
dairy products point the
he
try
admiral died an unnatural death
315 Palace
Phone 204 J.
more
than a mere living.
to
Aje.
poisoned himself." She said he was
way
fond of experimenting with drugs and
was a student of their physiological
Colonist Excursions
effect. She said also that . he haO
Codfish,
stomach trouble for years for which
'
15th
March 15th
25c he took medicine.
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For 10c
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1
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DRESS GOODS

1
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Ever Offered to the People of Santa Fe.

CARE and ACCURACY in preparation
v
are of importance
You Want Our Policies!

The new IRISH SUITINGS, WOVEN POMPADE DUXE and
DOUR SILKS, all colors, CREPE
CREPE FAILLE, ITALIAN RATINES, MERCERAND
COROllROYS
IZED WELTS. COTTON
ZEPHand
MORQUISETTES
WHIPCORDS, SILK
comYRS. Fine assortment of NOVELTIES; also
TRIMMINGS.
AND
plete line of WHITE GOODS
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CAPITAL $30,000 00
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Entire Stable
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Baggage
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W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier
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THE STAR PROPRIETOR.
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SUFFRAGETS

Your Patronage Solicited
Presideot.

j
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Business

Does a General Banking

N. B. LAUGHLIN,

tchi-j-

(South Side)

j

See Us at Once and Get Your Choice of Lots in one of the
Most Desirable Residence Sections of the City..

incur-Mobil-

O. C. WATSON & CO.
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Buggies and Saddlers' a Specialty.
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Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
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You Will Like

S.C.Buff Orpingtons

Modern Grocery

CALIFORNIA

$2.00.3 EGGS

CAN

1

.

104 DON OA5PER

ST.

Telephone

9 W

CALIFORNIA

.1

-

We
Have

FERTILIZERS
FINELY GROUND

-

'

FOR

LAWNS, GARDENS,

Lawn Dressing, fer cwt , '

.

.

.

.
Blood and Bone Fertilizer, per cwt.,
Shrubbery and Vines Fertilizer, per cwt ,
Flof 1st Steamed Pure Bone Meal, per cwt.,
ASK TO SEE SAMPLES.

-

D

II GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE,

..

$2.50
2.95

.

2.75

.3

FOR LENT

Bone
15,
Mackerel,
French Sardines

.TC.

GREENHOUSES,

'

' In the

Cold

TunaHJsh.ilb.can I74c

RupCametl

IS A GREAT COV1FORT.

have some of the
Finest Brussels Carpets anf WelI-Makugs to
attract the aye and meet the purse.
We also have some Handsome Furniture,
including an Oak Dining Room Set Which is dis-- played in our show windows. We ask you to
see this set and also a reat variety of Dishes
which We are
to Close Out
We

Going

AKERS

at Cut

WAGNER

Clam Juice
Japanese Crab Meat
Deviled Crabs

-

....

,

,

J

Celery,

Lettuce,

&c.

UNDERTAKING

H. S.

HUE

&

GO.

Where Prices are Lowest

lot

Sfe Quality.

IN

-

Kansas' City. March la. Disagree
ment loomed in the Hyde murder trial
when the jury reported at 10:13 this
morning' that there was little chance
"I don t see
of reaching a verdict.

t.ny possible chance for us to reach
a verdict," E. F. Wlrth, the foreman,
told the court. Judge Porterfield immediately sent the jurors back for
further deliberation.
Later Judge Porterfle'd Bent a marshal Into the jury room to take the
jurors to luncheon. The foreman said
the jury would like five minutes more
to consider a verdict. At the end of
that time- Judge Porterfield ordered
The fact that
the jury to luncheon
the jurors4 had asked for "such a short
time to further consider led to the
belief that they are about to agree to
a verdict.

It Is Simply Delicious
l2 lb. Cans, 20c
lb. Cans, 35c
1

FULL

LINE

OF

!

'

unt?-1i-

will be sold for $30. U0. Corresponding
fare from paints on other lines in connection wilii lira S.mu l'e. Libera!

stopover privileges.
Three fast trains duily from K:msas
City carry tourist sleepers and free
chair cars. Harvey innls.

REAL ESTATE

LENTEN

City Property, Farms

Ranches, Orchards
Land Grants, Etc

Canned Fish, Cheese, Etc.

For

Of

H.S.LUTZ.Agt.,

Telephone 194 W., Room
5 VNTA

FB

NEW MEXICO
cf all descriptions an

Scratch Pad
a all qualities, 10 pounds for
New Mexican office v

vvvutnjvnnnruuuuiJVuvisiiiifi

50 cpnti

reserva-

Vutley" folder, apply

All Kinds

LALGHLIN BUILDING,

ticlts,

tions, Information and
copy of "San Joaquin

Surety Bonds

Modern GroceryCo,

hM

wcond-elastick19U. Then
ets from Santa Fe, N. M., to Los
Sun Francisco, San Diego and
to many other points in Cnltfoniia

Life, Accident
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc

Fresh Fish,
Oysters,
K. C. Meats

PEARY GOES TO ROME.
New York. N. V., March 13. Rear
Admiral Robert F. Peary and Herbert
I), Bridgeman, president of the Arctic
club, sailed today from Hoboken, to
attend the international geographical
conference in Rome next month, as
delegates from the' United States government. Real Admiral Peary predicted that some day the U. S. gov- - Huu

to April

Fire,

""" Delicacies, Smoked Fish,
.

N1

INSURANCE

-

"

,

Prices from today

AND FURNITURE CO.
ual

lb. can 30c

FRESH OYSTERS

de

THE

DISAGREEMENT

Clam Chowder, Clams,
Weather a

"'

'

Soused Mackerel
1

J

NEXT SALAD

Mustard Sardines
Sardines In Tomato Sauce

SANTA FE, NEW MEX.
Telephone ID W,

Tuna Fish
FOR YOUR

.

00

j

SANTA FE, N. M

saNITARY BAKERY.
i

AM ADO GUTIERREZ,

Proprietor.
of Cakes Sw
kinds
all
Rolls,
Bread,

Wedding Cakes a Specialty,
Pies,
Knune Urocerv Co. handle our Cakes,
FHOH-I-

Bread and Kolls,
24fi J. 10SOAM8TK0ST
Fresh Made Pretzels.

,

SAilTA F

Santa Fe
New

the most bigoted people will claim
that Mr. Bryan Is not large enough in
every way to fill the exalted office to
which he has been appointed.
The only reason I am calling attention to this matter is because I was
struck with the utter littleness of the
item telling how Mr. Bryan was
"duped."
The real fact is that we aie running
too much to politics in our great,
splendid nation and have grown to ascribe every net of a public man to political influences, taking away every
- r--a
'IP?:.
patriotic motive and giving no credit
to him of trying to do the square
'
thing.' I am willing to admit that politics
form a very powerful Incentive to pub-"Where are you going to spend your vacation? If you enjoy dancing, fishing--, hunting, horseback riding tennis lie action. I do not believe much else
rora
out
do
or sports come to Valley Ranch. Two and three
bungalows with bath, was considered in the legislative ses- playing, trap shooting and all
one and two room cabins or rooms in main building.
Accommodations already, reserved ahead to July. Is. slon just closed and that Is one reason
Yours?
.
for the extraordinary poor ser vice
rendered the state.
I. am only
Kspeaking as a Bystander, and not as
a .politician or an official,,, for I am
MEXICO. neither. one, but I caaiiet help.....feeling
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'
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mero, Jose Manuel Gonzales, Mat (as,
Rael, all of (Agua Fria) Santa - Fe,
New Mexico. MANUEL R. OTERO,
;
'
Register.
"

NOTICE rOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., March

'

1, 1913.

Notice
is hereby
given that,
Thomas 'W. Roberts, of Santa Fe, N.
M., who, on' February '5, 1909, made
Homestead Entry No, 087 IG, for S
n
SW
Sec. 2 and N
NW
16 N., Range 9 E..
11, Townshl
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
Intention to make three year proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before Register and Receiver,
f' S' Land offlce' at Santa Fe- - N' M- vu w Aim uay oi April, AtUtl.
..Claimant names as
witnesses:
Tl.omas Delgado, W, M? Ferry, Samuel
i--

4

Sec-tic-

2

auer.

-

AT

mca a"

01

Santajfe. N.y

MANUEL B. OTERO,
acid of our political feeling we would!
.
Register.
a site will be chosen very soon.
fe'lows, get a little more benefit from the pro-- !
tasted It, but we
This is so distinctly a public matter, we have. I did not dislike the taste cess, as a people.
I
I
FROM THE
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
so vitally connected with the city's of "sassafrass tea" so much, and slipNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
But castor oil!
SIDE LINE I future and attraction that every or- pery elm was bully.
Bepartment of the Interior, U. S.
i
here and every citizen
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., March
Christmas, wasn't that, and
ganization
'ji should take am active and earnest po- Jiinlny
Eepartment of the Interior,
isn't it still, the limit ?'
1. 1913.
;
; ..
The senate is adjourned sine die.
U. S. Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M
sition regarding it.
The sayings of grandmother's day,
Notice is hereby given that Roberto
It is a big thing for Santa Fe. It is brought to mind by the dangling sign,
February 27, 1913.
Armijo, of Golden, N. M who, on
Arkansas now has two claimants for not anything that private interests bring with them these other thoughts, Notice is hereby given that Jose DecembeT 17, 1907, made Homestead
Arkansas is thnnlrl lnvrie or in wliirh nersnnal de- - too, and we cannot fail to admit, if we Manuel Romero, of Santa Fe, New
Hip nftlep (If trovernor.
Entry 05203, No. 12570, for SB
not In northern Mexico.
sires should be recognized. It is too are honest with ourselves, that both Mexico, who, on August 22, 1912, filed Section 14,
EDITORIAL ROOMS31
OFFICE' 31
Township. 13 N., Range 6
important a matter, Let us have the the admonitions and the herb con-- notice of Intention to make flna. E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed noProof in support of his claim under
may now return best available site that can be select- coctions did us good.
Tly? Old Guard
tice of intention to make five . year
heme and any the governor did it. ed, and our citizens should take hold
It is not always the best tasting and Sec. 16 and 17 of the Act of March 3,
f.AIYIMFNDATIQN
IIJADTHV
proof, to establish claim to tho land
WW
T 0 II I I I I w
as
(20
do"ul1891
.amended
Stats.,
the
are
for
854)
The
by
of the matter speedily.
governor.
that
the most pleasant
people
it is a (mention of men rather man a question o. pouwea. ueu mc .ictioii
. . things
,
91
nf
lof ototo above descrbed, before H: C.Kinsell,
uie mosi goou,j, i nave .ea.ueu,,i ..uj .!the Art Pphrnnrv
U S. Commissioner at Stanley N. M
of public officials is concerned.
to
the
1
FIX THIS.
County oilicials who looked
?
guess we need "the bitter with the
on
the 14th dav of Anril,19li '
Whatever mav be the party affiliations ot a man in public offlce they
. OBC- .
ana
Old Guard for salaries, might do well
"The owner of the building recently sweet." But this is all a digression ,
should be 'forgotten in reviewiu;; his actions and utterances .and the man
names hb
a
ota
j
witnesses;
ti.
K.,
think.
p.,
i.
ii
a
di,
to
and
a
take
down
sit
containing
as
office
street
long
by
tn
livery
.occupied
the San Francisco
sign.
alone should be considered.
in all 40.11 acres, before the Register Tablo Aranda,
Nicholas
"
Montoya,
ness
Francisco
on
San
street,
Fix it.
upper
t
It is this view we lake of the position assumed by governor .ucuoimm
and Receiver, U. S. Land Office, Santa Manuel Vigil, Dan Wright, all of Gold-Fe- ,
Apparently the presiding officer of with the "Santa Fe Livery" sign
'
'
j
New Mexico, on April 15, 1913.
the
days.
sixty
past
on, N. M.
during
need a clock to know ling from the post to which It is
senate
didn't
IT?
WASN'T
TOO
BAD,
.
He has been the people's not the party's governor.
Claimant
names
B. OTERO,
as
MANUEL
witnesses:
thb hour to adjourn sine die had tached, may become any moment the
"In state department circles it was
-Ro-- j
Candelaria
Ascencion
Romero,,
Register. ""'
strong partisan, long an active memoer oi me uwirau- in his effort arrived.
of
the
of
a
State
unless
said today that Secretary
subject
damage claim,
.
a participant in all party councils, lie has forgotten all else
teleremtho
danger caused by that sign is
Bryan signed unknowingly
n. take care of those tilings which have directly arfeded the welfare and the
The legislature did well to make edied. The appearance may help the gram to Ambassador Wilson at Mexcondition of the people of the state.
adequate appropriations for the state scheme of 'New -- Old Sa,nta Fe," yet ico City congratulating him upon his
McDonald is, today, the most conspicuous figure in New Mex- - penitentiary.
Governor
conduct In the recent troublesome
It is an important
it is connected with great danger."
. ..
i. t ,i . i
....liici'a.l In' otionllnn tn llis IHlbCAPITAL, SURPLUS AND NET PROFITS, $250,000
The above was addressed to the By- times in the neighboring republic "
.,,, mh.o in iin wlint- lie believed to be right.
.!..:
1b
from
.iir7a v.v......,.
above
v J(U lllliira
taken
The
ttuu ii,
stander by one of Santa Fe's old resiquotation
R. J. PALEN,
L. A. HUGHES,
He has won the confidence . nd the respect of the people of New Mexico
Dem0CT&t tcm8 the re. dents and it is good stuff from the the hewB notes of an eastern daily.
President.
-- nnd deserves the commendation of the press of the state, so much of i. that
Democratic
a
for
a
shame
it
Wasn't
of
conditions.
better
offlcers
or
bl
standpoint
ga,arieg.
couuty
con-- ;
of state to inadvertently
There is an old saying, which our secretary
is not bound by the collar of party, and surrounded by Influences tba
of
outrase... The
thl
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE
ambassa,roiterm is good.
grandmothers instilled into our mem- compliment a Republican
'
and
dor?
McDonald,
.
bv
Governor
they
The. vetoes sent to the legislature
ory when we were kids. It ran thusly:
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
Ab I read
the above I thought,
'"
have been more numerous than usual, nave ueen near aim uminwun
The Servians have begun
killing "An ounce of prevention is worth a
The
Oldest
Bank in the State. Organized in 1870.
not
is
if
"Talk of pe;.'.nut politics,
that
statement of reasons lor a refusal to sign, but they will commend themselves; helpless peasants. After all, the ter-- ! pound of cure."
it."
standlimit
the
of
about
is
It
A.rJ
to every reader who regards them from an unbiasfd and
isn't
it?
tometimes
true,
rihle. Turk may not suffer by compar
The New Mexico legislature could
flme la the teat of a bank'a endurance and strength.
the ounce of prevention is so inexpenpoint.
Ison when all is told.
we
Growth determines its adaptability to changing condas
political
sive and the pound. of cure costs like not get any farther than that, and
The sularv bills vetoed by tin governor have been recognized
have some of us thougnt they had
ition. This bank has successfully withstood alt the
measures. They were given far more time than thty deserved, as bills with
.in $!rlinnt- .rfMintipri
Senator La Follette was a White fury.
tTlo pud
. .
.
- - nf IhA
- Wrto in
ceuntry'a financial and comrnerclal disasters for over
This might be true of the danglin
reasonable salaries, such as the average man hi responsible position re- Houbo caller last evening. It must
,
politics.
forty yeara. .Its management has regarded safety as of
ceives could have been drafted and passed in a "reasonble time, had no seem strange for La Follette to visit sign on San Francisco street. As the playing
We are surely a narrow peopio if
the first Importance in banking, . a tradition that atlll
should
control
that
those
to
than
other
old resident said there might be a we
bear,
other influences been brought
the White House, again.
in
cannot recognize good service
rules its policy, but the bank Is not living on Ita history
a legislator, using his own brains, and working for the best interests of the
- civil damage suit in it. There are a a public
beofficial just because, he
but dependa for Its prosperity upon adaptability to presenlot
our
of
w
slate.
the-ill
that
for
Wilson
President
things
grandmothers longs to an opposing political party
pay
t-day
needs.
From reading the reports of the present session, one woijld be led to the otre tickets, admission
to baseball told us that were true and a lot oi ftom the one with which we- - are alCommercial
Bills discounted.
Credit and Deposit Acbill,
for
was
the
this
session
before
to
we
us that
didn't lied,
i
belief that the only bill of importance
games and will not retain the U. S. things they did
counts opened. , Letters of Credit and Drafts Issued on
S. yacht for his personal use.
This is like and a good many things they fed
salaries of county officials.
to
At all events, I am inclined
all Countries. Coupons collected and cashed. Stock Exus, by holding our nose, that we can think that, ;f William J. Bryan, Amunbearable,
They were important bills, without, doubt, inesa omciais are enuueu
Sales and Purchases effected.
change
Telegraphic
should
it
rest
taste
but
where
as
horrid
but
which,
the
yet,
let
conto pay for their services,
responsibility
tasting
erican secretary of state sent
of money made.
transfers
whose
of
were
our
members
for
the
that
the
of
sys- gratulatory message to
legislature,
good
President Wilson was at his desk they, were,
Ambassador
rest, and that is. on the shoulders
It Is Important for every business house to establish
before nine o'clock in the morning. tem.
action is not to be commended by the voters of New Mexico.
Wilson, he l:new what he was doing,
bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinI remember
that dockroot, don't It he did not, he is not fit for the
The people are all in favor of reasonable compensation, but they want T)e
apparently does not be- where credit can be had when required.
The
never
offlce
which
you?
the
of
younger
to
bills that are based on justice raiher than politics
order
he
ancient
and
generation
position
leng
only
occupies,
Exchange your Inactive funda for our t me Certiflcatea
The action of Governor McDonald in refusing to attach his signature holders.
of Depealt.
deserve.?
only
to the measures that have other intent than the public good,
Confer with our officers In regard to your banking
Two trusted bank clerks in San
cominendatior from all the citizens of the state.
business.
n
Francisco have been found short in
J. B. READ,
their accounts.
Trusted bank clerks
FRANK McKANE,
FEDERAL BUILDING
as un- MISS AURORA KEEN SABE ANSWERS INQUIRERS
sometimes are as dangerous
Cashier.
Assistant Cashier.
The glad news is confirmed that our new federal building is a certainty loaded guns.
FOUR PER CENT
Per Annum Interest Paid on TIME DEPOSITS
uud that the bill passed congress in its closing hours.
The citizens of the old city extend congratulations to Senator Catron
C'asimiro Barela obtained his seat in By OUni les Si. Hawks.)
and those who aided in the passage of this amendment, and accept with the Colorado
I have been such as high
Dear Miss Sabe:
legislature by fraud acsalary bills, 'special
hanks.
of the troubled with a
to
the
report
cording
majority
of
matter
is
a
and
peculiar Bkin disease; privilege legislation, and so forth that
that
prime importThe question of a site comes next
committee
at Denver. that is, I feel as if I would fly out of are not readily assimilated. Give it
ance to the city. There will be diverse opinions. Personal interest will investigation
enter in and all sorts of arguments will be advanced for one and another But Casimiro is still a member of the my skin sometimes. Can you suggest plenty of exercise along economical,
progressive lines. I fear
location; 'out can we not forget all else in this matter except that which will legislature.
an oil that would relieve it?
EDDY DELOADO, PROPRIETOR.
you gentlemen are behind the times as
be best for the city?
'
MAJE.
.
"MANUFACTURER OF
The militant
suffragettes have '
epicureans, or administers of physical
We must not forget that this building will be erected for all time. Some
Use the following
MajeBalleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
culture.
of us will not be hen? to witness, its completion, and we are bulldii.?' for adopted a new system. They are now
the names on residences '"its: One quart of petrolium, one
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
the future as well as for the present.
The suffragettes arej vote for Fall, one common sized, day- Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.
Miss Sabe,:
Wo have been long accustomed to going off u: an
am a statesman of
place In London.
i
Both Nalive and Germantown Wool Used.
people to wonder message telegraph DlanK, a typewrit great wait. 1 have bridged many a
for our post office building and a central location will be a strong co'iuldera daily causing
Mix
machine
and
and
well
$100.
Send for Price List and Full Infoimation.
chasm by waiting, and I am waiting
ten with us all. Let the matter be looked at from the standpoint of the good! whether after all, women are entitled '"S
laKe reguiany ror 60 days. Actor s for
to votes.
of the city and the convenience oi our citizens.
I had a little remedy
H 9 Don Qaspar Avenue.
my
bridges.
money or children's play, money will that I wanted the
Here is a question for the chamber of commerce.
body politic to try
as a real $100 1b only a bluff any that would
o
have rendered it immune
According to the Deming Headlight, do,
.
to the baleful influences of boxing. I
la saloon row in that town started over way.
FARCE
A
debate on the subject:
tried to get the legislature to take It,
friendly
on
was
what
noon
was
down
at
really
asja
curtain
The
rung
yesterday
Dear Miss Sabe: I a,m engaged to but it boxed the boxing bill. What enfl
1
nreat a lu islH t i i Circe us evpn N'bw Mexico ever witnessed. If there is a Resolved, That can lick any man in a nice little
1
majority, called Two. I you suggest for me to do?
member of either body who cau tell what has bean done in the past three the house.' After the debate, the am afraid since
'
1 have been at the
no
cas
were
there
CHRISSV.
adds,
Headlight
days, that man does not need to be a member of the legislature, but. can
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
no one had lost his capital and so long away from him
Dear Chissy: We advise you to
procure a position as statistician or superintendent in any-- big corporation ualties and,
Can
he
inconstant.
will
that
you
grow
is
love.
Such
temper.
brotherly
in the world.
study something else besides materia
,
BACKHOLTT
advise?
medica. When the body politic is sufHe is a wonder, a prodigy, a miracle, and is witsting his talents on such
...
Backholt:
Two is such a small fel- fering from appendicitis don't try to
."
""ay
Cheap procedure as was carried out in the closing hours of the session just
low I fear you can never depend on offer a cure for an ingrowing toe nail.
Cuisint and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
THE BYSTANDER
passed.
hiin, especially if you tell him what
private baths. Electric light. Steam Heat,
We want to urge upon the voters of this state to make note of the perSEES IT
you have done since you have been
Miss Sabe: Please tell me what to
,
Central Location.
formances of Thursday night and the night before.
here.
do to keep in line with my party. 1
Bills were passed, or the record at least, will say they did, that were
wanted to vote with it but the stand-pa- t
not read, and without any possible chance being given to know their conTHOS. DORAN,
Large Sample loons.
THE LOGICAL LOCATION.
Miss Sabe: I do not understand:
Biren kept calling me the other
tents.
As the Bystander sees it, the one U'hu mv i t id ntt o nnranla tari '
era vo
Some laws will be in the statute books, unless Governor McDonald inDOPE.
J
t
logical location for the new federal fU
me Unuue inu LttlZ
uiihf vl ivtxi uumur uiiu
tervenes, that some members, it least, will declare they never heard of.
is the corner of Washington tu, legislative
building
expense fund has had a school Hn(I Iearn to march and keep
The legislature has made a contemptible farce of a sacred public duty.
and Lower Palace avenue's.
"
bad cramp.
t.ypUXG MAN.
'these proceedings when next they
Let the people of the state
j fitep
The school board has the power of
v
Mr, Young Man: "Never try to bej
vote for members of the legislature.
...
.
disposition as it is school property, funny at the expense of the people
o
.
Miss Aurora Keen Sabe:
Everyand as I understand it, several mem- you serve. I saw the two bills. . Their
thing is going so entirely different
A REMEDY
bers of the school board favor this site ingredients
never
could
produce
r
ii inu linn inu
.nn Tnnr nrA si
There is one remedy Ml-- conditions such" as existed during the session of and will dispose of it to the
.
mirth, any more than an almanac Joke know wh t to .
legislature just closed, and it lies in the hands of the voters of the state. nient.
of the vintage of 1S53,
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
days a few of us used to rulfi the
The remedy lies in the selection of men to act as members of the legislature;
it Bi,n,,irt hpi
jr tMPV j.. nnt .!,
men who are interested in the progress of New Mexico, and who will act on ,nade an u ' t u
state, corrupt the -- "ballot, vote the
election fo,
Miss Aurora Keen Sabe: Please sheep, make the laws for
ourselves
tell us what is good to prevent the and not for the
dictated to and supervised by others who are not even members, and who are
people. At this last
This site has been surveyed and vetoes. I and
my standpats came up SPS8ion of thp legislature we only sue- interested only in personal matters, affecting them r!irctly or ind'rertly. marked oil and the
re- here to
specifications
that
help
legislation
along
and the effect of any certain measure on the political party with which the
ceeded in killing a traveling library
garding it are filed with the post- would make us Bolid with our henchare allied.
MOULTON-ESP- E
bill, so that folks couldn't get their
V
master general.
men
and workers. We fed the body eyes
wider open, killing an Aus-This opportunity to make lb" change will be riven at the election nexi
any
is
This
site bo central, so beautifully pontic's system through the legisla- tta'ian ballot so that tho voter coulti
year, and if the citizens of New Mexico fail to take advantage of the lesson
GENERAL AOENTS.
SANTA FE, N. M
that has been so strongly impressed upon them, then the fault is whollv with '"fiea, ho roomy mat it stanas aione, uve mouth with two nice mgn salary not hnve the rl ht io
t privately
nw omo. iluuio ou uiui wa vuuiu
inu uuiue and - uninfluenced,
the Deople tiien)Stlves.
and as a last
seems . iue an meai location ana we noiaers where they would ante up resource we
n
'
abolished the mounted por
ar
a
" P?,r
'"
mLwen lhe !l6Phant
Bth lice so that we might make surer of
l
A girl in New York has declared that she cannot possibly live on $20,Ot)U
?
0fTers Unle Sam for
cauB(l that awful affliction, the holding dishonest elections. But we
a year. Poor thing! Her testimony would have ben valuable before the m- - "le,
vetoes. We lashed hard fo administer are
"ortant service- j
desperate. What can we do? We
vestigatlng committee, who had the working girl problem befort them. Tha
"
I
Another thing is worthy of consider !" two third antidote but couldn't get can't handle and bullyrag the legislaNew York girl must have all the eggs she wants, ar.-- meat every meal.
sueand
the
ation
time,
0
patient nearly
OPEN DAV AND NIOHT
by the school board and that is, "
ture as we used to, we have lost" the
Yours in distress.
It Is said that President Wilson has declared his intention nf unnmlinr j that the use of this site by a fine fed-- i cumued.
governorship and the people .have
From
e
La Salie
BUNCOMBE,
win ennance the value of
dared elect a fearless, honest,
actually
portion of each day at the sessions of congress. Evidently the new president al DUllam
SWING-'HETAOS
BARRANCA
&
8cnooi
In
otl,er
the
Property
city. ,
is expecting to have more time to waste than most of our presidents have
wideawake,
governor.
CHAS. OANN, Prop.
SQUEEZE,
Immediately after the passage of tho j
Meets
South
Both
North
liad.
What can we do? Santa Fe has a
i
ibill the postmaster genevbl's .office;' Buncombe, Swiug-he- r
& Squeeze: militant
8
Telephone II.
and is all
Trains.
Bounds
paper
progressive
;
Taft did not take the portrait of Roosevelt away with toolc ne matter up and requested I fear you are "too far from our rails" the time attacking us We thought of
Two Doots Below P. Andrews Store.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
left the white house. It would" not add to the'peace and quiet-- Postmaster Pfleuger to prepare data ).to do much good. The vetoes'
liim when-hthis writing Mistur Taft but he ain't presi
'
cents.tho
85
north bound train and arrlvas at
Means,
Regular
statistics
nave
retide of that private life upon which our
best
has entered.
the
site state
jand
regarding
dent any more.
THE 'BOSS:
jeen quite prevalent
-i locations,
Rooms for Rent, 25c and 50c
Taos at 7 p. m."'
v. :"' this, Mr. Pfleuger is now cently.- The ailment is harmless, howThe Boss: Well, you are in a bad
The exhibition shown at the capitol Wednesday and Thursday nights, doing, and he will be pleased to
ever, and rather a benefit to the body fix. You might have the "capital
miles shorter than any other
Ten
All
Hours.
at
Short
Orders
' legislating, " ought to be a great lesson to the peole of New celve any suggestions that onr citi- - pontic's
Good covered hacks and gooaK
way."system once in a while. Try- moved. The people would stand for BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
zens may wish to present. ,
Wexico, to base future action upon.
two
to
will
a
not
thirds
feed
it
teams.
Fare $5.00 round trip. Teama '
It about as much as they would for
ing
These data will be sent on at once, cure it. The best way to avoid the chancine the name of the state. Guess French Noodle Order, 20c a dish.
fumlshad commercial man to take lit
That
,. ; ..
"open door" policy announced by Woodrow Wilson as the Washington
Now Tort Chop Suey, Me. the eu (rounding teams. Wire Imbudr
department will vetoes It is to keep the system clean. you will have to atep down and out
eecms to have been changed, at least as far as office seekers are concerned take the matter up without delay, and Don't stuff it with Indigestible foods and
to
a
work
for
go
v
living,
gray-haire-
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CATHEDRAL.
Sixth Sunday in Lent, March Hi.
First Mass at 7 a. m.
Second mass at 9:30.. Sermon in
'
English.
Sermon m
Third maBS at 10:30.
Spanish.
At 7 o'clock p. m., sermon in lang
uish by Most Rev. J. U. Pltnval.
LADY OF GUADALUPE.
First mass 7 a. m. Second mass
D 30
a. m. Sermon iu Spanish and
English.
CHURCH OF THE HOLY FAITH.
Services March Hi, (Palm Sunday).
S a. m., Holy Communion.
9:45 a. m., Sunday school and prep- uration for the Easter festival.
11 a. in., Morning prayer (choral.)
annual announcements uuu ouuicdd.
7:45 p. m., Evening prayer, congre
gational singing and address.
j SERVICES
DURING HOLY WEEK.
Monday evening, prayor and address
iat 4:30 p. m.
Tuesday evening, prayer and initiation of new members of tho Altar
Guild.
Wednesday, Holy Communion at 10
a. m. No evening service.
Thursday evening, prayer and ser4.30.
at
nion
Good Friday, morning prayer,
office and address at 10 a. m.;
'three hours service from 12 to ;l p. m.;
children's service at 4:30 p. m.
Easter evening, baptisms and even-- j
liig prayer at 1:30.
j
The annual parish meeting will be
held at the church on the .Monday
after Easter at 7:30 p. m. All communicants are requested to be pres-
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costs, failed to pay and was given 10
days in the calaboose: Van Timer, for
hopping trains, pleaded guilty, $5 and
costs, failed to pay nad was given 10
John Doe,
days in the calaboose;
club was ovganlzed laBt week at
fightiug, $1 and costs, amounting to
ON THE RISE.
lanby Kstancia men and with all $11, paid; Jobe Wofford, abusive
Broom com buyers of Herford,
$3 and costs amounting to $13,
comguage.
on
us
aud
officers
men
week,
as
last
wero
Estancia
Ttixas.
among
If It is a country club, it paid. Tucumcari Sun.
buying broom corn. We learned that mittees.
within
would be only courteous at least to
the brush was likely to rise
FOR GOOD ROADS.
the next few weeks, hence this rush. irvite citizens of Torrance county outLast week the Colfax county road
They made several purchases while side the Estancia district to affiliate.
in the neighborhood, paying from $35 Good roads are essential and the peo board met in Raton, all three mem- te $50 per ton. Grady Record.
ple of Moriarty and the Messenger bers being present.
will work for good roads but of course
f or more man a yeai a suuu msu-wawe don't like to butt in. Let us have
NEW BROOM FACTORY.
through our county, north and ent.
road
propa united effort on this good
south, has been Bought by good roads
John L. Parrott opened his broom osition and
ORDER OF MUSIC.
organize the entire county enthusiasts. A petition signed by the
' Palm Sunday, 11 a. m.
factory the first of the week and has for good roads.
The road money lawful number of freeholders, praybeen turning out some first class should be
rrocessIonalHymn No, 90
equally divided over the
Reed
.brooms. He is using home grown county where the same conditions ing for a road directly northMax-of- jllenedictite
blush and nothing but first quality is prevail. The roads that are to con- Springer, ihrough French and
Ilarnby
Benedictos
Real
Introit Hymn No. 97
gonig into his brooms. He has made nect with the national highway should Iwell, and Joining the Camina
to Raton) at a point
leads
but the be so
(which
no out of town shipments,
Before Sermon No. !)1
as to beuefit all parts
arranged
has Hymn
Logan merchants have been supplied of the county so far as is practicable. twelve miles north of Maxwell,
Offertory Anthem
been before the board for the past Recessional
aud we will hereafter Bwoep with
Hymn No. SI
Moriarty Messenger.
home made brooms. Logan Leader,
sixty days, this petition was granted
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.
by the board, and our local member
B. Z. McCollough, Minister.
TUCUMCARI JUSTICE.
instructed to appoint viwers and open
"Come thou with us. For the Lord
OUTLOOK GOOD.
The past fourteen days have been the road at the earliest possible molhath spoken good concerning Isarel."
The outlook for a good crop the rather busy ones for His Honor, Jusment. Representatives from Springat
Sunday school. 9:45 p. m. Fred Mcthe
is
season
presbright
coaling
tice Samuel H. McElroy. Seven gen- er, French and Maxwell, mot with the
snows
The
superintendent.
time.
during
Bridge,
ent
heavy
tlemen giving their names as Johr
opening of the road.
Morning worship, 11 o'clock. Theme:
the winter months together with the Doe, Richard Roe, J. Smith, etc., plead- board to urge the
road is in a large
of
this
The
obtaining
4:30.
amount
recent moisture, put a great
ed guilty to the charge of gambling measure due to Mr. J. J. Jeffers, who "The Angel's Message." Vespers,
"Call upon thy God."
of water in the ground. The indica- and each were fined $1! and costs
Subject:
has proven himself a good worker for
tions point to an early spring. With which amounted to $13
Junior Endeavor, 3 p. m.
plunks In each
the moisture in the ground to start case. The other cases were as fol- the upbuilding of our county. For all
Beginning with Monday evening at
be
Springer's 7:30 o'clock, there will be special serfuture, let "better roads"
the crop and carry it until the sumwatchword. Springer Times.
mer rains begin, the farmers should lows:.
vices each evening of this week
Chester Krye. carrying concealed
DOG KNOCKED OUT.
put out a large acreage. Willard
through Friday evening. At the close
weapon, pleaded guilty, CO days in the
Record.
undertook to of the Friday night meeting, the sesBlacksmith Burgin
county baBtile; Ray Frye, vagrancy, call on a tenant to collect a month's sion will be glad to meet with any
given two .hours to leave town; Chas. rent due him last week. The tenant who desire to unite with the church
TORRANCE AND GOOD ROADS.
The Torrance County Good Roads Lehman, drunk, pleaded guilty, $5 and owns a
large and vicious dog, and as on Easter morning at the 7 o'clock
the doughty blacksmith approached communion service.
"Whosoever confesseth me before
the house, the dog, probably sharing
his master's aversion to rent collec men, him will I confess before my
But whosoever
V71I VTwIUi spongy feet collects the Invisible
tors, attacked him. Burgin had only father in heaven.
them over
JT 9L germs of disease spreads
he denieth me before men, him will 1
but
defend
to
himself,
hands
his
mam
stiff
J WW IWWVIW Hs naMM tvnhuvmi
WfU7 lUIN
made good use of these. Grabbing the deny before my father in heaven."
HOLY WEEK PROGRAM.
brute as it sprang at him, he secured
a strangle hold, and with one arm
Monday, 7:30 p. m. "A Fruitless
Mark 11:13.
free delivered some telling blows on Tree."
ThohHiiv. 7!ftn d. m. "Without a
the dog's ribs until it broke away and
ran yelping to the house. Encourag- Wedding Garment." Matt. 22:11.
armor is pood red
ARE all exposed to such dangers-our.o- nly
ed by its master the dog rushed Burg-i- :
Wednesday. 7:30 D. m. "A Uosed
blood! Let your stomach be of good digestion, your liver active
in the second round, but the smith Door." Matt. 25:10.
and your lungs full of good pure air and you don't surrender to any of the disease-bearigerms. The best known tonic and alterative, that corrects a torpid liver,
Thursday. 7:30 D. m. "The Way
got a leg hold, and using his dogship
and helps digestion so that good blood is manufactured and the system nourished, is
as he would a sledge hammer was and the Life." John 14:6.
D. m.
"A Lie With a
Frlrinv
fast finishing the brute when its
master "butted in." The dog was re- Truth in It." Mark 15:31.
Easter Sunday. 7: a. m. Commun
leased and quit the ring as its master
This famous medicine has been sold by medicine dealers in its liquid form for
his
had
ion.'
Message.
blacksmith
11 a. m. An Easter
The
it.
Dr.
obtain
can
entered
now
satisfaction.
If
you prefer you
ever forty years, giving great
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery tablets of your druggist at $1.00; also in 50c sise
dander up by this time, and landed 4:30 p. m. An Easter Message to the
box.
trial
R.V.
for
Fierce, H. D., Buffalo, N.Y.,
er by mail send 60
stamps,
Jolts on the de- Aged.
a couple of short-j&rfally and properly arawered In the People's Medical
fliinofinnil Of LiUV are
There will be special music at all of
linquent renter, who went down for
visar by R. V. Pierce, M. D. All the knowledge a younjr
Come and find the
mo or woman, wife or daughter should hava, is contained in this bis Home Doctor Book
count. Burgin says business was these services.
the
containing' 1008 pases with engravings bound In cloth, sent free to anyone ending' u
the
about
all
and risen redeemer
Saviour
minified
so
brisk
he
that
forgot
and
coat
of
to
postage.
wrapping
stamps prepay
rent, but when he next goes out col- precious unto you souls.
ST. JOHN'S METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH.
James M .Shinier, pastor, 155
and Chapelle. C. L. Bowlds.
superintendent of Sunday school. O
Ei. Schofield,
president of Epworth
Dr. C, O. Harrison, treasLeague.
'
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5c to 8c A DAY

and inconvenienced any longer for
the sake of saving a few
cents a day? Many times
you have wished that you
might call up a friend who

was going away; you have
wished you mignt call up a store for something
you needed in a hurry, or to say that it would be
inconvenient for you to keep a certain engagement. Isn't daily peace and comfort worth many
times the small daily cost of a telephone?
SEED FOB Olia REPRESENTATIVE.

The Mountain

Iyjsx

Sunday School at 9:45 a. m. Good
class spirit and a good corps of teachers are making a very interesting
school. If you are not attending anywhere, you are invited to come to our

tice.

HE WILL EXPLAIN TO YOU.

v

Telephone

M

No. 1, A. F. & A.
WANTED -- - Men's washing. Mrs.
communiRegular
a Freeman, 418 San Francisco St.
cation first Monday
of each month at
1'OH RENT A three or six room
at
Masonic Hall
furnished or unfurnished.
louse
7:30,
to
S. Lowitzki.
12.
M.
II.

CHAS.

E

I'Al'I,,

.

W.

LINNEY, Secretary.

Want to sit! or trade vonr property?
Ack I'm' our free big list. Solthwest
r.cal Estate Exchange, Moriarty. N.

Santa. F

Detroit, Mich.
"I am glad to die- cover a remedy tliat relieves me from
.

;

Ay-pl-

i

Chapter No
Regular M.
second
convocation
Monday of each month
KOK SALE A good Hin.'ill saddlo
at Masonic Hull at or
driving horse, gentle and safe.
;
p. m.
Thorn- 27H, or call liL'O W. Siin Franj, x. .MASSIF.,
cisco street.
1,

'

Lodge

tTffiiO'

f'f(Sf

my suiieiing
pains. For two years

,IM

f

j

R.

A.

M.

V

I suffered bearing
H P
down pains and got
Secretary.
IIAHV
('MICKS
Hue
purebred
all run down. I wa:i
Single Comb Ifeds. also Rose Comb
under a. nervous
Fe
Santa
Commanflery
Mrs.
Herts, Barred Bocks, 10 cents.
strain and could not
No. 1, K. T. Itegular t.Ieo. Tudor, Osage City, Kans.
I
sleep at night
Mon
fourth
conclave
went to doctors here
day in each month at
salesladies at once, fixe bright, capin the city but they
Masonic Hall at T.du utile ladies, to travel demonstrate and
did not do mo any
p. ni.
sell dealers. $2." to $fiO per week; It.
good.
WESLEY O. CONNER, JR E. O.
" Seeing Lydia E.
fare paid. Goodrich Drug Co.,
jn.
Pinkham's Vegetahle Compound adver- - W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
Omaha, Neb.
tised, I tried it. My health improved
Santa Fo Lodge of
ROOMS FOR RENT One of two
wonderfully and I am now quite well
deNo. 1, 14th
again. No woman suffering from fefurnished rooms and a suite of rooms
male ills will regret it if she takes this
gree. Ancient and Ac- all with steam heat and modern conMrs. James G. LeClear,
medicine."
cepted Scottish Rite of veniences.
Apply 237 Washington
336 Hunt St, Detroit, Mich.
Free Masonry meets on avenue.
the third Monday of each month at
Another Case.
7:
o'clock in the evening in the New
WOMEN A money maker. GuarRite anteed
Philadelphia, Pa.
"Lydia E. Pink- Cathedral.
Visiting Scottish
Hosiery to wearer. Our
ham's Vegetable Compound is all you Masons are
cordially invited to attend.
beats all others. $10 per day.
claim it to be.
About two or three
JAMES A. MASSIE, 32,
Write immediately. Quaker City Mills,
days before my periods I would get bad
Venerable Master. 34 So. 16th St.. Philadelphia, Pa.
backaches, then pains in right and left CHAS. A. WHEELON, Secy.
'
sides, and my head would ache. I called
v
TYPEWRITERS
the doctor and he said I had organic in- B. P. O. E.
Cleaned, adjustea and repaired. New
flammation. I wenttohim forawhilebut
Santa Fe LodgeNo platens furnished. Ribbons and suo-46did not get well so I took Lydia E.Pink- B.
P. O. E. plies. Typewriters sold, exchcanged
nam s vegeiaoie compound. Aiu'ruiK-in- g
holds Its regular and rented. Standard makes handled,
two bottles I was relieved and finally
session on the sec-- j All repair work and typewriters guar-oumy troubles left me. I married and
fourth anteed. Saita Fe Typewriter
and
have two little girls. I have had no rec f each change, Phone 2"1 W.
turn of the old troubles. "Mrs. CHAS.
month.
Vititingi WANTED
Boell, 2650 S. Chadwick St, Phila.,Pa.
brothers are InvK
Young men to prepare
ff i positions
chauf-as automobile
ed and welcome.
BEAUTIFUL WHITE
salesmen, repairmen; big de- FRANK T. BLANDY,
n;and. We prepare you thoroughly in
Exalted Ruler,
GIRL MARRIES
ten weeks and assist you to nosli'-P M. A. L1ENAU,
SIOUX INDIAN
Secretary jnt big salary. Learn in your own
home. Free model to each student.
Santa Fe Camp Write today for free first lesson and
Cincinnati, March 15. A
Automo13514, M. W. A full particulars. American
Sioux Indian and a beautiful white
meets second Tues- bile Institute, Box 74, Los Angeitrf,
Tibgirl were married by Magistrate
soday each month,
California.
bies following a six weeks' court
cial meeting third
Bhlp. The groom Is Eagle Eye, 22,
at FireTuesday
THE LINE AND THE TIME.
an Indian of the Pine Ridge reservaman's Hall. Visit
Sell groceries
and
SALESMEN'
He
has
Dakota.
tion, in South
welcome.
to
farmers and other
provisions
theaters ing neighbors
been appearing in
Consul.
A. G. WHITTIER,
Now booking o- (large consumers.
of the city, and has also been engag- A. E. P. ROBINSON, Clerk.
ders for spring delivery.
Superior
ed as an actor by a motion picture
exadvanced;
goods; commissions
Miss
is
bride
AugusHis
company.
ODD FELLOWS, clusive territory.
opening
Splendid
111
Carson
avenue,
ta Huber, 18, of
No. 2, I. O. O. F 'for honest, energetic men. Write to
this city.
Santa Fe Lodge day, for particulars.
The couple appeared before Squire
JOHN' SEXTON & COMPANY,
meets
regularlj
Dr.
and
Tibbies in Indian costume,
at 8 o'clock Wholesale Grocers and Importers.
every
Thursday
evening
A. P. McCarty, father of Luther Mc- - In Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting broth
CHICACO.
Carty, the prize fighter, acted as best em always welcome.
man. The parents of the girl did not
Rooms, Houses & Ranches
knew of the romance until they were
UNION OF AMERICA,
told yesterday that their daughter j FRATERNAL
What Have You to Rent?
Lodge No. 2ria, holds its regular
had obtained a license to wed. Mrs.
of each List it with MRS. SUMMERS, Room
first
on
rhe
Thursday
meeting
Huber said that her daughter told her
month at Fireman's ball at 7:30 p. m.
Laughlin BIock.
during the morning that she intended
are invited ana wet
brothers
Rooms
and houses furnished or
Visiting
a
friend,
with
to pass the night
girl
furnished. A select list always on
and would not be home. Later she
A
LA RID, President,
BENITO
hand.
was informed of the issuing of the
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
license.
Eagle Eye said yesterday
Saves You Time
Money.
that he intended to take his wife to a
W. FARMER
F.
is
a
He
reservation.
on
the
ranch
No.
Homestead
relative of Sitting Bull, the Sioux
2879, Brotherh- PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
chief. He and Dr. McCarty are firm
ood of Amerifriends.
can Yoemen.
ATTORNEYS AT LAWT5
The bride said that they expected to
Meets first Fri 9V
vwwww9ww www mwwm
be married twice again, first with
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
day of the
the Catholic ceremony and after that
month at the
City Attorney.
in Indian style. She said they are
Firemen's Hall, Capital City Bank Building,
both Catholics. According to the husR.
L.
H.
Foreman,
Baca,
Rooms
band the Indian stylo consists in beCor. Sec. David Gonzales.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
ing wrapped In a blanket with the
bride by the Indian chief.
Santa Fe Lodge
0. W. PRICHARD,
No. 2, Knights of
Attorney and Counsellorat-Law- .
Pythias meets Practices in all the District Courts
YOU CAN CURE THAT BACKACHE
every
Monday and gives special attention to caseii
I ain along the back, dizziness, headevening at 8 o'clock before tho State
Supreme Court.
Fellows Office:
In Odd
ache and general languor. Get a packSanta Fe, N. M,
Bldg.,
Laughlin
,
AROMATIC-LEAFHall.
age of Mother Gray's
All
the pleasant root and herb
HARRY D. MOULTON,
cure ror an xviuney, niauum uuu
Knights are most
Attorney-at-Law- .
invited.
all
cordially
j
Urinary troubles. When you feel
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
C.
C.
A. P. HILL,
run down, tired, weak and without enFormerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
ergy use thiB remarkable combination A REINGARDT, K. of R. and S.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
c! nature's herbs, and roots. As a
. Chas. R. Easier,
Chas. F. Eatlcy,
tonic laxative it has no equal. Mother
s
Durg-g:stis sold by
Gray's Aromatie-Lea- f
EASLEY & EA3LEY,
or sent by mail for 50 cts.
aw.
Attorneys-a- t
The
Sample sent FREE. Address,
"'; Practice In the CourtB and before
N.
Y.
Le
.Vother Gray Co.,
Roy,
Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Estea-cia- ,
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
.
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school.
The pastor will' preach at 11 a. m.
Theme: "The Kingdom of Heaven at
Hand."
Special music.
Junior Epworth League at 3 p. m.
Maria Camion, superintendent.
Devotional meeting of the Epworth
League at C:30 p. m. 'ed by C. L.
Bcwlds. Subject: "The Social Material; My Neighbor." This Is a lively
r.ieetlng of the young reople.
Rev. S. Alonzo Bright, D. D., our
district superintendent, will be with
us to preach at 7:30 p. m. At this
service there will be special music
also. After the evening service the
Second Quartely Conference will con
vene. All members please take no-

YOU going to be

Montezuma

A

NOT HELP HER

But Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound Restored
Mrs. LeCIear's Health
Her Own Statement.

:

WV

MASONIC.

'

THE CHURCHES.

WANTS'

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES f

DOCTORS DID

RoBa Sun.

N. M.

THE MONTEZUMA.
G.

'

prayers on Wednesday, at
7:30 p. m., followed by Teacher-TraininBible study.
Good Fellowship club rooms
open
each evening of the week from 7 '30 to
9 r 30. You rre welcome.
The regular
meeting
of the Ladies' Aid will be held on
Friday, March 21st, 1913.
g

y

.

habit-forml-

M.

Gutthes, Albuquerque.

A.

Sim Collerg, Wagon Mound.
George Crocker, Cimarron.
J. E. Sullivan, Denver.
George H. Tucker, City.
E. W. Howe, Wagon Mound.
John C. Pttghet, Wagon Mound.
C. C. Lewis, Wagon Mound.
L. F. Woody, St. Louis
J. B. Nunn. Denver.
G. W. Rippey, Denver.
C. R. Young and son, Roswell.
P. E. Hudson, Roswell.
J. L. Wltchell, Roswell.
John O. Laughlin, Trinidad.
S. W. Towards, Mauassa, Colo.
Abel Zamora, Bernalillo.

Mid-wee- k

CHIEF HOLLOW HORN BEAR DIES.
Washington, D. C, March 15. Hollow Horn Bear, big chief of the Sioux
Indians, on the Rosebud, 8outh Dakota, reservation, and rrobably moot
famous of all Sioux chiefs, died here
For 64
early today of pneumonia.
years the big chief had defied death
cn the war oath, the pains, the mountains and the forest, but the inclemency of March weather In Washington
where he came to' attend President
Wilson's inauguration, was too much
for the old warrior.
Foley Kidney Pills will reach your
individual case in you have any form
f kidney or bladder trouble,
ny
StCKacne. Uric acia poisoning or irrt
f ular and painful kidney action. They
are strengthening, tonic and curt
tive, and contain no
drugs. For sale by all druggists.

A.

I

WILL GIVE
KNIFE Of PAIN

Effective January

$100H
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as
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Pay Until Cured
No X Kay or othar
swindle.
An island
plant makes the cure
ABSOLUTE

Any

6UAIUWEE

TUMOR,

.LUMP

"0G?

BOOK
atage.
aeot free;tatimonialsof
thouMif b cured at home

J

TST

V

DR. W. HUME BROWN,

1st, 1913.

Dentist.
Over Spitz Jewelry Store.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Phone Red 6.
Office Hourf 8 a. m. to ( p.
And by Appointment.

Leavo Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
m.
No. 3 carries passengers to Albuto Pacific
querque, locally, and
"
Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to connect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
"Cut-off- "
with
Albuquerque
train for Clovis and Pecos Valley points.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.

DR.

Phones jI
used

m.

cancer,

IB
U. Kill JT., LOS 1I6EIES, CAL
. IIIDIT SEN DS BAKES if thi AFFIICTEO

Reports.

m

DIAZ,
I

to

3 P. W

Office, 220 W
Residence,

9

J,

at patient's home.

CTCQUNTER,
PHYSICAN

and

M. D.,

SURGEON,

9
Laughlin Bid?;. Calls
promply attended day or night.

Rooms
9

J Call "Central" for Train

....

Work. Portable Colls to be

ay

Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to con
nect with No. 7 westbound carrying El Paso sleeper, also No.
4 eastbound.

Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to connect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9 westbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:30
a. m.

J. M.

Office 202 Water SI., Hours,

m.

WRITE TO SOME
ANY LUMP IN WOMAN'S BREAST
nd if neglected h always poisons
i.
.ne jrmpn, ana ame Auieklv.
"TP
Addiress DR. & MRS. DR. CKAMLEY
Strictly Rdjabk." Poor Cored st Half Prmor Free.

747

Room .12, Second Floor, Capital City
Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.

or'

bore on the Hp, face
or body Inns is Oanar
KNavsrPalns until hit

(

21

& S. F. R'Y

TIME TABLE

IF I FAIL TO CURE an CANCER or TUMOR
I TREAT BEFORE i t Poisons Bona or
Deep Glands
NO

T,

J. McQUINNESS

Attorney-at-La-

i

j
j

i

18-1-

OFITCE
HOUES;
2 to 4
m., 7 to 8 p.

to II a. m

p.

m

PNEUMONIA FOLLOWS A COLD
or Foley's
never follows thc-us- e
ftoncy and Tar Compound. It stops(he cough, heals the sore and inflamed air passages, and strengthens the
l ings.
The genuine is in a yellow
rackaeo with beehive on carton. He- fnse substitute. For sale by all
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aid needed by. districts In order to
Maintain live months of school. We
find that in many instances districts
Which Has a Most Complete
Governor McDonald was kept busy are reported which have not made the
Assortment of
today looking over a stack-- o bins maximum levy of fifteen mills as proe vided by law. ;ror some oisincis, aiu
which required his. attention;
INFM
CTIMDM
uiiiirnv
IHMriD UBW
IMlLIIUni,
seemed In fairly "oud ' tiealtli -- and ,'iB asked, when the total expenditures bUnlttld
3
ORttlDERY FLOSS IN WHITE MB COL
showed great Vigor as he Mruttnttefl j already made for ipmlainlng tlie. term
five lilOlitlm amount to ..W or
every bill, occasionally reading a pul'-,r- f
ORS; ALSO CROCHET COTTON.
agrnph aloud. Time and again as he more, or whtn (he total amount avail
CLARENDON GARDEN.
breach
PHONE 12.
the
will
ink'ahle- for the": year
POR A LIMITED
already
'started to plunge his pen into
well, a long diHlauce message called (hts amoufit lor each school room,
.
.
,
$.10
him to the phone. The "legislative" without state aid."
per can, .
Banquet Tomatoes,
"
"
1.20
.
.
.
.
'
dozen, .
worries of people all over the Ktate
adds that no aid will be given to
per
CMITHFAW MRNFR
"
"
'were put on the chief executive's
,,,,
2.35
ot made the
v MnirM vvif,
per case,
:
shoulders this morning, lint the gov- - m3(imulIl Bpecial levy of tifteen mills!
a regular 2 for 25c
Banquets are the standard No.
seemed rather to enjoy the tasks
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